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ABSTRACT

This report describes components that could be linked together to
form the structure for the Western Network or provide products and services
for Network members. The components reviewed are:

(1) state library agencies, research libraries, state and
multistate library networks and other regional organi-
zations in the 17-state western region and the province
of Oitish Columbia;

(2) organizations acting as bibliographic utilities to offer
centralized, on. -line computer support for technical
processing, reference, an0 interlibrary loan;

(3) catalog, serials, citation, and inventory control types
of bibliographic databases; and

(-4) telecommunications services.
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A REVIEW OF POTENTIAL COMPONENTS FOR THE WESTERN BIBLIOGRAPHIC NETWORK

I. INTRODUCTION
////

This review is a summarl/of information about many of the potential

components for a Western Network.' It is intended to provide a common base of

' knowledge about each component so that the Network Steering Committee,

Technical Advisory Groups, State Network Design Teams and the Network Project Staff

for the Western Network can develop a strategy for linking these components

together into a structure that provides equitable and cost-effective access

to better library service for all western citizens.

We are starting from a basic premise that by using existing components

the Western Network will capitalize on the rich resources of librarians,

libraries, materials, systems, data bases and communications networks already

in place, and can speed the further 'development and wider distribution of

bibliographic products and services to libraries that can make good use of

them right now. The design concept for the Network envisions that it will

serve as a linking organization whereby the major library agencies, institu-

tions and groups in the West can work cooperatively to secure to their con-

stituencies the benefits that can be derived from carrying out certain activities

in a centralized, coordinated fashion. These activities have to do with making

best.use of available bibliographic utilities while seeking to improve and

extend their capabilities in the future in collaboration with other regional

networks and the developing national library and information network.

WARNING

Some of the information contained herein is based'on personal
communications and may not be wholly accurate nor may it re-
flect the official positions of the organizations concerned.
Opinions expressed qre solely the responsibility.of the author,
as are all interpretations of written and verbal material used
as sources in the review of potential components. Comments,
corrections, and suggestions for improvement will be warmly
welcomed.
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Thu`s,L the potential components for the Wester Network with which this report

deals\Ae:

(1) state library agencies, resea ch libraries, state or regional
networks, and other major li rary organizations;

(2) bibliographic utilities, or organizations in either the
public or private sector that provide bibliographic products
and services to libraries6

(3) bibliographic data bases/ in machine-readable form that are

cri
accessible via a utiliq or that could be used by libraries
other than the origins or; and

/

(4) telecommunications facilities needed to link libraries and
bibliographic utilities, and for interlibrary communication.

The list of potential components discussed here is far from complete.

There are a' number of other libnery associations, consortia, networks and

groups in addition to those described in Section II that will have a role to
/

play in a western multistate network. There are many fine bibliographic

centers, computer-based systlims and vendor-provided services in daily use

throughout the region in addition to the utilities destriged in Section III.

Data basesofevery kind abound; Section IV describes only a few examples.
.

Section V just begins to Over the set of telecommunications facilities

available for tying libraries together and for providing access to the utilities.

An ongoing task for Western Network planners will be to identify

other potential components and to gather more detailed data about them. A

major contribution the State Network Design Teams can make is to match the set of

components in their states with the set described in this document, correct any

misstatements, add more detail to these component descriptions, provide des-

criptions for other components in their states, and suggest ways for linking

their state components into a regional network.

The descriptions of organizational components and bibliographic

utilities have been reviewed by the organizations concerned, and the thoroughness

of the reviewers in making comments is greatly appreciated. A ,first draft of the
,

document as a whole was distributed to the Council on Library Resources and the

21 members of the Western Network Organizing Steering Committee just prior to

their first meeting on February 2-3, 1976.

7



II. ORGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES

Potential components that would be linked in a Western Network are
4

the organizations Ind agencies that represent various Political jurisdictions,
. ,

library constituencies, and major institutions. in the library picture in the

West: the state library agencies, state networks, academic research libraries,

bibliographic centers and other networks within the 17 western states and

British Olumbia. Within a state there may be a number of multi-library organi-

zations, called systems, networks.or federations; since these are usually

based upon public libraries, they mighUbe considered as part of the consti-

tuency of the state library agencies or it might be desirable to accord them aw

distinct place in the Network's structure. We have not identified 'a potential

network component that represents special libraries other than the state and

regional intertype networks, although we are certainly interested in including

them in any network plans and activities. Academic libraries, other than the

major research libraries, are also not represented by a separate potential

network component, although these, too. must be included in a Western Network.

State and regional library and information science professional associations,

although not included in this review, might also be affiliated in some way

with the Network.
.

The organizations and agencies described in the followinglpages are

considered as building blocks on which network membership might be based.

Thus, we anticipate that, for example, local public libraries would participate

in the network through their state library agency. In most cases, academic

and special libraries might be represented by a state library agency (since

in some states, this agency is designated by statute as being responsible

for providing assistance to all libraries within the state). In other cases,

such libraries might be network members directly, or participate through a

multi-library group, or the network might be organized to provide a structural

framework for representing their interests collectively. Once again, the basic

design concept for the network tat has guided the preparation of this review

considers the Western Network as an organization that Jinks together existing

'state and regional groups of libraries and major research libraries; there is

no intent to d6elop a bureaucratic superstructure that under the guise of

"efficiency" interferes with the librarian-client or library-supporting

institution relationships.

8
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Treatment of the various components is somewhat uneven. This is due

solely to the amount of data available on which the review is based, and no

inference' about a component's'importance should-be drawn from the length at

which it is treated in this document.

State Library Agencies

In general, state library agencies have responsibility within each

state for assisting and advising all libraries (but usually with emphasis on,

public libraries), for operating library services.for members of state govern-

ment (and in some cases the general public, as well), for administering. federal

and state library services and construction grants, and for carrying out long-

'range planning and coordination for statewide library service. Typically, the

state library agencies have no direct relationship to academic and special

libraries, although they maintain liaison with 'and may provide some assistance

to such organizations. Some state agencies, however, have statutory responsi-

bility for supporting and improving library service from.all types of libraries

in the state. Many of the state agencies support or operate a TWX or similar

telecommunication network for interlibrary loan, often with the state agency

providing location information and acting as a message-switching center.

Several of. the western states employ regional public or intertype

library service systems, operating more or less loosely under the jurisdiction

0 the state library agency.. The regional system generally offer an oppor-

tunity for libraries within the region to cooperate in areas such as reciprocal

borrowing, interlibrary loan, acquisitions sparing, and continuing education

for staff development... Each regional system usually has one or two major

libraries that serve as a resource for the other libraries in the system;

academic libraries frequently take on this regional resource role. Some of

the regional Agstems operate as intertype networks in which all kinds of

libraries in the region participate.

Table 1 presents descriptive data for the 17 western state library

agencies adapted from Donald B. Si-mpson's The State Library Agencies: A

Survey Project Report, 1975, with amendments offered by several state librarians.

As can be'seen, there is aigreat diversity among western state agencies in

terms of staff size and the total budget under agency control.
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TABLE 1. i5ize of Western State Library Agencies and Number of Regional

lystems Within State, 1975.

.4

t,
Alaska

Arizona

California

Colorado

Hawaii

Idaho

Kansas

Montana

'Nebraska

Nevada

New Mexico

North Dakota

Oregon

South Dakota

Utah

Washington

Wyoming

STATE LIBRARY AGENCIES

Staffing
Professional Total

Budget,

1974-75

REGIONAL SYSTEMS
IN STATE

10 33 $ 945,720

21 74 2,32l,40

58.5 234.6 6,966,186

21 24 3,937,520

109 408 5,457,:s14

8.6 25.5 988,300

12 31.5 1,875,192

7 23.5 516,322

29 49 1,021,710

9 30, 985,927

14 75 1,033,081

4 18 806,807

21 71 1,330,800

8 34 711,858

32 ,or 70 1,552,647

43 117.2 4,243,614

8 31 597,091

e

I..

6

21

7

6

7

6

6

3

8

14

MR.

10
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./
Hawaii is unique in that the State Department of ,Education is

responsible for school and public library services in that statevhowever,

the figures in the table include staffing and budget for public libraries.

only. The South Dakota State Library provides direct service to about 0

of the population in that state. Aleska,also provides direct services to
.-
indivrduals, families and schools that do not have access to.a public

library. State agencies frequently serve as distributors and as depository

libraries for state documents, and many operate a special collection dealing

with state history.

The states of Arizona, California, Nebraska,-New Mexico, North.Dakota

and South Dakota maintain union catalogs of the holdings'o: at least some

major public libraries in each state; the catalogs may also .iclude some

academic and special libraries. Some of these states also produce union 0

lists of serials. Union catalogs are mostly in card fi,, '1, but the Oregon

and Washington catalogs are maintained in machine-readable for..:; it.braska

. is beginning to'develop a holdings date bar via OCLC. Union.lists of

serials are usually in machine readable form: North Dakota's list covers

46 libraries and is'produced jointly with Minnesota by that state's MINITEX

system. Arizona and'' New Mexicb are also developing numeric location registers.

for use in identifying what libraries hold a particular item. A numeric

register is an index containing an identifier, such as the Library of Congress

. card number (LCCN) for a book, and.46 codes for libraries holding the book.

(Holder codes have not been standardized; although some union catalogs and

lists use National Union Catalog (NUC) alphabetic codes to identify holding

libraries, others use locally-developed codes.)

Alaska, Nevada and Utah operate state processing centers for library
-

materials. These centers act as purchasing agentsfor local libraries and,

when materials are received from vendors, prepare the catalog cards and

ready the materials for shelving in behalf of the client librarieS. California

and Colorado formerly operated such processing centers.

Alaska has an interlibrary loan (ILL) and interlibrary reference

(IIR) network for all .kindsof libraries that uses the State Communications'

TWX service to reach regional centers that are themselves linked by Telex

to each other and'to the-Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center (PNBC).

Alaska assisted in the development of the Washington Library Network's (WIN)

computer system and data base; WIN maintains.the catalog for the .'

I.

11
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.

/
Alaskana collection. A project to add retrospective holdings for Alaskan

.N librarie; to the WLN data base is under consideration:

Arizona operates the CHAIN (Channelled Arizona Information Network)
.

TWX-based interlibrary communication service to support ILL; requests are

channelled through regional resourcelibr ies. California has both ILL

and ILR TWX and telephone networks; these :re centered on the San Franci

and Los Angeles Public Libraries:as well as on the State LibrarY. Co ratio

has a TWX network for ILL that is operated by the Bibliographical Center for

Research (BCR), ascribed in Section 111;, one of. that. state's regional

. systems uses telefacsimile for interlibrary communication. Hawaii has a

Datatel network connecting the.main public library on each island and the

University of Hawaii. Idaho operates the LITTY Dataphone network inter-w

connecting the regional resource libraries.

Public-libraries in Kansas have access to a statdwide TWX-based

system for ILL named the Kansas. Information-Circuit (KIC). local public

libraries submit ILL requests to regional,centers; Unfilled requests are
.

then forWarded by the centers to the )(IC headquarters at the State Library.

In addition, five-urban public libraries and two univerSity libraries submit

their requests directly to the State Library, which acts as a switching

center to transmit ILL requests to 12 of the 14 KIC libraries for searching

and'filling. the regional systems also have intrasystemnetworks in, operation .

in an effort to fill more requests within the systems.

The Nebraska Library Commission Operates as the state bibliographical

center for a TWX- network for 16.regionalayk4 resource center libraries.
, _ ,

North: Dakota operates a private line teletype netWork connecting public and

academic libraries, pith a TWX terminal at the Sate Library for access to

1 the public TWX-network. The lines are leased thro gh the state's allocation
1 .

of excess federal circuits, and"the annual per terms al cost for equipment

and line charges is $750. ,Nevada is developing a sta network using

regional resource cprit6rs backed up by the State Library. Of the remaining

states., all have.TWX ortelephone nets incorporating at least the major

public libraries and in many cases other types:of libraries as well.

Currently, the states of Washington and South Dakota appear to have

the most fully-formed state library networks in the West.- The Washington

Library Network (WIN) is an intertype library network. ILL service is

organized by WLN, with the Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center (PNBC),

12_
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described later in this section, providiiig1411ck-up sPrvi A batch-

processing computer system, now .being upgyoded on-lin computer-based

.bibliographic utility, maintains'a union (catalog for the netw lc, produces .

printed and microfiche bookform catalogs, catalog. cards and book\processing

materials fore participating libraries. The SCAN (State Controlled "Area

Network) TWX service interconnects 35flibraries in the state. Washington is

currently investigating the value of bsablishing a cooperative storage and

lending center.

Networking.in South Dakota is based on the philosophy that citizens

should be able to obtain informatiorras rapidly as.possible. By law, the

State Library operates as the center of a statewide network thit incorporates

"independent bu,X mutually dependent "* public, school, academic and special

libraries. South Dakota network components include: 1),1n-WATS service

to the State Library for use by any 1'ibrarian or citizen; 2) use of the

State Library collection as back-up fqr other libraries; 3) a card-based

union catalog of, five public, 14 academic. and sixapecial libraries; 41 a-

unionlist of serials produced by the State University; 5) State Library grants'

to 12 major libraries to support TWX service; 6) state - funded membership

in the Bibliographical Center for Research (BCR) for obtaining location

in formation; 7) wilolly state-funded use of BCR's METRO service for on- line-

access to citation and other data bases (SDC, Lockheed DIALOG and ke0-York

Times Data Bank);,8) access to MEDLINE with user fees paid by theState

Library; and 9) access to the State Network is provided to the Colleges of

Mid-America (CMA), a consortium of northwestern- Iowa-and South Dakota private

colleges. The South Dakota.State Librarian contends that:, ". . . our

internal network is thp most complete in As utilization and involvement Y

of all' libraries. . .."* '=

%

The California State Library is expkrimenting with several automated

systems to support networking activity in ttiqt state. It is currently

supporting the PublicLibrary Automation Network .(PLAN) project in which

seven public libraries are using BALLOTS (described in Section III) for
.

%

re'fince, cataloging , and preparation of .machine- readable records

for updating their catalogs, m d t of which are published in microfiche or

bookform.

* Letter from Herschel V. Anderson, State Librarian, dated February 12, 1976..

13,
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The California State Library also acts as on of the three major

bibliographic centers in the western region by main4ining,a massive union

card catalog (CSLUC) with 8-1/4 million location recOrds.for 2-1/4 million
4

titles representing the holdings' of 82 California libraries, and provides

a location service to state libraries similar to that of BCR and PNBC, des-
_

cribed later in, this section. The staff handles 5001 to 600 requetts per

day, and responds with up to five locations per citation: Unlike PNBC,

the CSLUC does not operate as a switching center; loCation information is

returned to the requesting library, which is then retponsible for requesting

the loan of the taterial from-wh.atever source library it wishes.. CSLUC

had a staff of eleven and a budget of about $172,000: at the end of the 1974

fiscal year.
.

From the foregoing, it can be deduced that aferment of networkjng

activity is alreadyvtaking place in each state in the West. The Western

NetwoWcould help in making the work done and expertise developed in one

sate available for the benefit of others. The states are both prodtkers

and tonsumers of bibliographic products and services; the-Western Netwot

could enhance the interchange of products and services among states

equitably and freely.Without interference with the internal structures in

each state.

Research Libraries

There are 19 academic institutions in the West, as- evidenced by

membership in the.Association of'Research Libraries ORO, that support a

major research.library,'which usually. includes departmental branches and

special collections Whether publicly or privately supported, each of these

institutions operates as a relativetYautod6Mous organization.

. The research libraries are critically important components of any

major bibliographiC network because of their vast holdings of books, journals,

reports and others .aterials, most of which'are of a highly specialized

nature. Almost any person doing in-depth research on a particular subject

needs access to the holdings of one or more research libraries. While

research libraries have a primary responsibility to their institutions to

provide the information ma'terials needed by faculty and students for their

scholarly research, these libraries also recognize an obligation to the

general public to serve as an informitipn resource. The research libraries

loan and borrow materials from other libraries but, because of their

14
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position as major information resources, are generally net lenders of

materials. This fact is illustrated ,in Table 2. The data havg been drawn

from the Association of Research Libraries' Academic Library Statistics,

1974-1975, and show that most of the research libraries than many more

materials than they borrow. Loans have increased anaverage of 15% and

borrowing of originals an average.of 7% from the figures reported for the

1973-1974 year; borrowing of copies declined by 1%.

/ This imbalance between lending and borrowing places a serious

econ6mic burden on the research libraries. According to one study of

academic interlibrary loans,* each lending transaction costs the lending

library approximately $4.67 (in 1971 dollars). Thus, the research libraries'

have an understandable interest in equitable compensation for their con:

tinued or expandedrolerr information resource agencies. (The same

situation' exists for many of the large public libraries, although some

receive at least partial funding support from state fundsor grants from the

state library egencieg. pat on ILL.activity of major public libraries,

comparable to that reported for the research libraries, are not currently

available; some will be collected during the Cost and Funding Studies

survey being performed as a part of the Network Project.)

The research libraries arelarge organizations, as shown by.their

staffing and expenditure figures listed in'Table 3, also drawn from

Academic Library Statistics 1974-1975. Several of these libraries have some

degree'of the networking type of library automation, either developed in-
,

ternally or furnished by an outside supplier. (Undoubtedly, some of the

blank spaces in the Networking Automatibn column are due to the author's

lack of knowledge of these libraries rather than to a lack of networking

activity there. We would appreciate hearing about networking activities -in

all of these libraries so the table could be complete and correct. in sub-

sequent editions of this document.) A few are OCLC users, with service in

Arczona'and New Mexico arranged by the Amigos Bibliographic Councildibead-

quartered in Richardson, Texas. (Amigos is an outgrowth of the'Texas

*Palmour, Vernon E.; Edward C. Bryant; Nancy W. Caldwell and Lucy M. Gray.
A Study of the Characteristics, Costs and Magnitude of Interlibrary Loans
in Academic Libraries. Prepared for the Association of Research Libraries
by Westat Research, Inc., 1972, 127 p.

15



TABLE 2. ,Interlibrary Loan Activity of the Western Association of Researth Libraries.
Figures shown are for transactions involving the loan of original
materials and photocopies of material. Net lending figures are shown
as negative for libraries that !loan more than tey,borrow. (Data for
U. of So. California not availaille.) Year repElfted: 1974-75.

Institution
Loaned

T f

' Borrowed
!

Net

Orig. Photo 'prig. Photo Orig. Photo

U. Arizona 2,965 3,489
1

1,720 1,501 -1,245 -1,988

Arizona S. 1,634 1,772 1,474 1,986 + 840 + 214

Brigham Young 2,394' 1,118 1,485 1,463 - 909 + 345 ,

British Columbia 10,571 11,718 t306 3,557 -7,265 -8,161

UC Berkeley 13,650 11,866 1;125 2,429 -9,525 -9,437

.UC Davis 2,450 6,761 2,962 2,395 - 55 -4,366

UC Los Angeles* 14,695 43,809 4,006 1,823 - 12,872 -41,986

UC San Diego 2,907 6,772 2,070 1,915 - 837 -4,857

UC Santa Barbara 1,073 594 3,390 4,158 +2,317 -+3,564

U. Colorado 9,069 9,880 4,540 3,951 -4,529 -5;929

Colorado State U 2,281 3,263 2,265 2,.029 - 16 -1,234

U. Kansas 5,807 10,929 1,31$ 2,1'51 -4,489 -8,778

U. NebraSka . 2,098 1,301 1,322. 999 - 776 - 302

U. Oregon . 5,047 1,288 1,401 998 -3,646 - 290

Stanford U. 16,737 32,000 .3,529 N/A -13,208 N/A'

U. Utah 3,416 2,277 2,729 1,820. - 687 457

U. Washington** 11,457 61,393 2,383 1,193 -9,074 -60,200

Washington S. 1,348 1,014 1,013 983 - 335 31

. .

* Includes activity of the Pacific Southwest Regional Medical Library which acts
as a resource library for the National Library of Medicine (NLM) network.

Includes activity both of the,Pacific Northwest Regional Health Sciences Library,
another um network resource, and of the Pacific Northwest Bibliographic'Center
which draws on the University of,Washington collection.

* *
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TABLE 3. Staffing, Expenditures, and Networking Activity for Western Association of
Research Libraries. Total staff figures include professional and non:
professional permanent staff, as well as student assistant positions,
all on an FTE bisis. Expenditure for materials includes binding. 1974-75

Institution
.

Staffill Expenditures ($)

AutomationProf. Total
i

Materials All Other

U. Arizona' 58 207 1,429,503 1,587,113 OCLC, Amigos

Arizona S,. 38 208 1,042,172 1,625,900 OCLC, Amigos

Brighamoloung ' . 59 220 .N/A N/A OCLC .

.

British Columbia 97 487 1,629,797 , 4,838,685 .
.

UC Berkeley 165 543 2,303,239 6,624,812 ULAP, BALLOTS

UC Davis 60 286 1,753,145° 3,208,354 BALLOTS

UC Los Angeles 148 598 2,348,194 7,551,760 Biomed..online
serials, BALLOTS

UC San Diego 50 210 1,237,481 2,530,994 BALLOTS

UC Santa Barbara 56 256 1,251,688 2,857,738

U.' Colorado 54 226 1,162,337 2,059,368

Colorado State U. 36 115 697,310 1,164,305,

U. Kansas 61 220 1,102,360 2,039,387

U. Nebraska
.

54 198 915,673 1,509,247
.

U. Oregon 50 189 695,175 1,581,877 Blackwell
\

,

U. So. California x 76 262 1,031,634 2,451,943

Stanford U. 144 . 460 2,522,643 6,058,456 BALLOTS

U. Utah 43 190 832;665 1,643,499 OCLC

U. Washington 121 500 2,031,151, 4,688,261 WLN

Washington St. 43 113 936,234 1,655,590 WLN

,

_ .

.."

s
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Interuniversity Council experiment in using OCLC.)

The University of California supports a University-wide ibrary

Automation Program (ULAP), headquartered at Berkeley, in addition t local

automation projects at the nine individual campuses. One of these prOlects

is an on-line serials control system used by the.Biomedical Library at UtLA

which, if t4ansferred to a campus computing network computer, might be avai -

able for general use. The University of Oregon contracts with Blackwell of

North.America for cataloging service; this vendor has a data base and cata-

loging products that might be particularly useful for western.libraries.

Stanford University has developed the BALLOTS system for on-line aCa quisitions

arecataloging support. The Washington libraries are participating in WLN

which now has a pilot on-line version of a similar computer system.; the

acq0sitions modile is based on experiencemith the LOLA system developed

evpral-years ago at Washington. State University. Many of these libraries

a)s)3'm4ke use of on':line search services offered by vendors such as. Lockheed,

tve dew York Times and System Development Corporation.

The University of California (UC) has nine campuses and just by

itself represents a very large library. network; in, this respect it is somewhat-

similar to the State University of New York which has played a major role in

networking in that state. The UC network has two regions, the northern

cantered on the Berkeley campus and the southern on the Los Angeles campus.

Each region has an active interlibrary loan program with the various campuses

in the area, but ILL betheers.. the two regions is less active because of the

distance involved. Although none of its libraries have attained ARL status,

the 19-campus California State University and Colleges (CSUC) system is

another major library network; there, network automation is being developed'

in a mitralized program in the Chancellor's office.

Research and academic libraries are'the backbone of the other multi-

state library networks that have recently appeared: NELINET, SOLINET,

and MIDLNET: The Western Network should provide the opportunity for such

libraries to play_the same role far this region.

Regional Medical Libraries (RMIJ

Two regional medical libraries on the West Coast have expressed

much interest in the Western Network. As these are representatives of a

national network in being,.the hierarchically-structured National Library

of Medicine (NLM) network, we,should take advantage of their experience and 48
capabilities, and in'turn determine how the Western Network.services and.,
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products might fill some of the RMLs' needs. The Pacific Southwest Regional

Medical Library Service (PSRMLS), headquartered at the Biomedical Library,

UCLA, and directed by Louise Darling,, acts as a regional resource center

and serVice coordinator for medical libraries An Region XI, consisting of

the states of California, Hawaii, Arizona and Nevada. The Pacific Northwest

Regional Health Sciences Library (PNRHSL), headquartered at the University

of Washington, and directed by Gerald Oppenheimer, serves medical libraries

in Revlon X, consisting of the states of Washington, Oregon, Idaho Montana

and Alaska. At lepst two other RMLs serve western states: TALON, head-

quartered at the University of Texas Southwest Medical School, covers the;

south central states of Region IX, including New Mexico; and the Mid-

Continent RML, headquartered at theUniversity of Nebraska, serves surrounding

states in Regioh VIII.

Regional medical libraries opei-at4 under a contractual arrangement

with the National Library of. Medicine (NLM). The performance contracts with

NLM are renegotiated each year, with reimbursement for document'delivery being

subject to adjustment. In addition to operating as a resource center

supplying photocopies of journal articles to requesting libraries in the

region, as well as original materials and location information, they are also

responsible for regional reference support, leadership in improving resources

and services`, technician-level staff training and evaluating the effective-

ness of the libraries' use of MEDL1NE and other NLM services. If an RML

cannot fill a request, the library refers ii to.NLM. NLM refers appropriate

requests it'cannot fill to the British Library Lefiiiing Division. Local

hospital and other medical libraries are encouraged to form consortia for.

interlibrary loan of materials and sharing of other services among themselves.

Limitations are placed on the amodkt of material thatcan be requested free

from an PML; the quota on free service is used as only one way to preserve

the character of the RML as a back-up resource. PSRMLS filled 51,829 ILL

requests and referred 6,412 to other libraries (3,699 to NLM) in the year

ending June 30, 1975. PNRHSL handled 46,065 requests in that year. PNRHSL

occasionally uses the PNBC catalog, but loan requests are referred to NLM.

19



Bibliographical Center for Research, Rocky Mountain Region, Inc. (BCR)'

BCR is a revitalized version of the former Rocky Mountain Biblio-

graphic Center. Under Donald B. Simpson's spirited direction during the past

year, the Center has expanded its role from Maintaining alocation file for

holdings of libraries in the Rocky Mountain states to brokering computer - based

services to libraries in the states of Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraiska, North

Dakota, Oklahoma, Texas, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming, and thus has become

a multistate network within the Western Network's region.

Simpson and the President of the BCR Board of Trustees,- Russell L.

Davis of the Utah State Library Commission, participated in the initial

-Planning for the Western Network and were members of the group that met in

Boise in August, 1975 to reaffirm the need for the current Western Network

Project. They have expressed their intention to cooperate in the development

of the'Network. As yet, however, the form in which this cooperation might be

expressed has not been identified.

The Center is a non-profit.corporation incorporated the laws

of Colorado. .Under the bylaws, membership" in the Center consists of'ill

libraries, organizations, institutions and individuals who are designated in

state umbrella contracts with the Center or who contract directly with the

Center for services. Each member has one vote in electing members-at-large

to the Board of Trustees. The Board consists of up to 20 voting members

with a ratio of 1-1/2 chief officers of state library agencies,contracting

with.the Center to each member-at-large.- At least four meetings of the Board

must be he'd each year. The Executive Director of the Center serves also as

Secretary-Treasurer of the Board. The Board has responsibility for management.

of the business, property and affairs of the Center, including the negotiation

and execution of all contracts with members and non-members.

The Center has four major service programs currently:

(1) INTERLOAN. Currently, the Center maintains a regional union

.card catalog containing 17 million locations for 6-1/2 million titles repre-

,senting holdings of 127 libraries in a ten-state area, and performs ILL

verifying, searching, locating and negotiating services. In FY 1975, some

21,073 transactions were handled and 621,289 locations were added to the

union catalog. To enhance the service a highly specialized collection of

bibliographic tools is maintained. BCR operates a statewide TWX library

communications network in Colorado, and connects to communicakiom nets in

other states of the region.

20
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(2) METRO. In July 1975, BCR-established the METRO Information

Retrieval Network for on-line searching of citation data bases offered by

SDC and Lockheed. BCR negotiates blanket contracts with the .vendors and

provides necessary administration and training for libraries using the data

bases. Member libraries-can have terminals'installed (as a number have) or

can submit requests to a library with a terminal or to the Center. BCR now

offers the New York Times Information Bank and is negotiating with several

other data base suppliers for METRO access.

(3) BIBLIO. The library technical services program of BCR, begun

in January 1976, provides libraries with access to bibliographic utilities or

computerized library services offered 'through an on-line network. BUILT°

begins with participation in the Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) data

system. The program features on-lne cataloging, seriali control, and a 2

million title data base that works toward the implementation of automated

technical services.

(4) MISCELLANEOUS PROGRAMS. In coition to the direct and indirect

services cited above, SCR is ac ively engagc1 in two other areas of prime

interest and importance te s in thel-egion: continuing education

programs ,that emphasize " -to-dol=it" wi.h BCR services; and research and

Aemonitration projects nvolving BCR members in cooperative grants to ex-
.

periment in devisi better ways to provide library services. The Center

plans to improv and expand telecommunications capabilities for member libraries

by using le ed telephone lines, where appropriate, and installing one or more

minicomp er-based data concentrators and message switchers.

BCR is funded essentially on a fee-for-service basis. Five state

1 raries -- Colorado, Kansas, South Dakota, Utah and Wyoming -- contract

with BCRfor an umbrella membership for designated libraries within the state.

Individual libraries and library systems, not provided for under a state

umbrella plan, can contract with the tenter for service. Non- member libraries

can use the INTERLOAN program on a fee-per-request basis. in general, SCR

adds a variable. administrative chargekto direct costs for Center services to

fund Center staff and operations. Asf Junk 30, 1975, BCR had Al staff of 12

and had expenditures for the preceding year of $136,753; and as of January 31,

1976, BCR's staff has increased to 14 with a current FY 1977 budget of $389,042.
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,Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center, Inc. (PNBC)

PNBC, directed by Lura Currier, services the states of Washington,

Idaho, Alaska and Montana, as well as individual institutional members in

Oregon and the province of British Columbia. The Center provides original

materials and photocopies of journal articles from serials held at the

University of Washington, and acts as a message-switching center to forward

ILL requests to libraries recorded in PNBC files as Aolding the requested

materials. The Center is a non-profit corporation owned by the member states

and institutions. Policy is set by a seven member Board of Directors;'

Earle Thompson, Dean of Library Service at the University of Montana, is

Board Chairman. Lura Currier participated in initial planning for the ;

Western Network and attended the August 1975 meeting in Boise that reafffnmed

the purposes of the Network Project.

The Center fieintains a file of holdings information for47 libraries

in ,the region, containing. approximately 9000,000 location records for more
f

than:41,000,000 titles. It serviced 64,000 requests in the year ending

June 30, 1975,-a 1/3 increase over the preceding year. Total expenditures,

for the year were $215,600. Facors that may have influenced the increase

in transactions are the sharply increased costs for materiels, with many

libraries relying more heavily on interlibrary loan for materials that they

, cannot afford to purchase, and the increaseduse of on-line search services,

particularly by major special libraries such as those at Boeing aocC,Weyerhauser

Member state§ contract for services on an annual fee basis, and

the contracts--cover public, iademic and some special libraries within each

state. The largest borrows average about 250 requests per month, except

for the Boeing Company, which averages about 700 requests per month. Because

of this heavy workload, an additional charge is assessed for that company's

use of the Center.

A halftime staff person is employed by Montana at PNBC to service

location requests from that state. Montana thus hai opted for centralized

interlibrary loan, where individual libraries make requests directly of

PNBC without first checking for holdings within that state.

2.2
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California Library Authority for Systems and Services (CLASS)

CLASS is a statewide intertype library network that is in the

process of formation in the state of California. While tt is intended to

serve that state primarily, a provision of the joint exercise of powers

agreement that is the basis for CLASS allows it to serve other states as well.

This provision is aimed at, but restricted to, cooperition with the'state

of Nevada. Nevada currently provides services to one California county, and

it is likely that Nevada (whose major population centers are located just

over the border from California) would welcome a share in the products and

services that CLASS may offer. At this point, it appears that CLASS-would

operate like a state network of the kind operated by state libi-ary agencies

in Washington, Illinois or Indiana. However, CLASS will be independent of

the California State Library, and thus will be a separate component to be

considered in the Western Network. As stated in the joint exercise of powers

agreement, the purpose of the Authority is ". . . to develop and implement a

system for library program development and resource sharing including: (1)

to provide for the cooperative development and maintenance of common biblio-

graphic and holdings data bases; (2) to provide for development and implementa-

tion of an interlibtury loan and delivery system; (3) to provide for develop-

ment and operation of systems for cooperatiye use of cataloging data,

cooperative acquisitions, and other forms of resource sharing; and (4) to

provide for the development and implementation of library systems for inform-
.

tion exchange."

CLASS is being established through the mechanism of a.joint exercise

of powers agreement providing for six signatory groups: (1) the State Library,

(2) the Univ'ersity of Caflfornia, (3) the California State University and

°Colleges. (4) California community colleges, (5) counties, and (6).cities.

The joint exercise of powers approach was selected instead of the non-profit

corporation because, in California, publicly funded,institutions cannot be

members of a private corporation, nor can public agencies commit funds in
. ,

anticipation of future services from a corporation;'they can pay only for
,

services actually received. It is expected that most of the signatory groups

will sign the agreement in April 1976, and the Authority will then be officially

established.
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CLASS will have a 8(4H of Directors, consisting of the State

Librarian and one representative from each of the other signatory groups.

A representative of the private academic sector and a representative of

special librariet will be non-voting members of the Board. There will also

be an Advisory Council of up to_21 members elected from a Congress of Members.

The president of the Advisory Council -will be an ei officio member 6f the . :

Board. TheCongress of Members wilt consist of one representative from each

individual member instftution participating in CLASS. Representation on the .

Advisory Coundl will.be proportional among seven library groups based' on

average funds expended by eachgroup over the preceding three years for

library materials and binding: (1) UC, (2) CSUC, (3) communitycollege

members, (4) pUblic library membe6, 0),,the State Library, (6) private

academic library members, and (7) special librarY members. 'Each group,

however, will have at least one Advisory,Council4representative. %
.

Any contribution of information to thd Authority,. in any form by any
. .

. member, will become the Commonly held property of all members. There are

no provisions in the agreement respecting what products and services the

Authority will provide, nor what bibliographic systems it may use. is

expected that CLASS will concentrate first on offering services in the.,ftrea

of ILL and will, probably take over maintenaAce of the California State

Library Union Catalog (CSLUC).

Other Multilibrary Groups

Groups of libraries that cooperate with each other On some 'formal

basis are found in every state. The participating libraries are usually

located within the same geographic area, although they may pare commod

interests on a basis other than geographic 'proximity. ..

Some of these groups are public library systems or federationS.

and consist of all public libraries within one area of a state. These systems

are normally, based on a large urban public librarty that acts as a coordinator

and resource center for loans and reference. Libraries of other types, such

as special or academic, may be included in the groUpCsuch groups may be

called "intertype" networks. The intertype networks may operate in conjunctiOn

with, or have some of the same member libraries as, one or more public

library systems. "Consortia" is another term in use to -describe,cDoperati.ve

groups. Consortia are usually groups of academic institutions with cooperative 24

programs, and the libraries associated with each institution cooperate on a
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*formal *basis, but usually without having a designated headquarters staff

devoted to consortium management. To give a better idea of these multi-

library groups, one example will be described here. Although the example 'is

drawn from information collected in a site visitin California, the network

described might just as well have been located in almost any other western

state,

The Metropolitan Cooperative Library System 4MCLS4 headquartered at

Pasadena Public Library, is a public library system with 24 members.' The

System cooperates closely and is a grant co-signer with eight community

colleges that are members of their owh system. MCLS itself is a member of

the intertype Southern California Interlibrary Loan (SCILL) network and the .

Southern California Answering Network (SCAN) for interlibrary loan and inter-

library reference support in the whole'southern California region. This iA

illustrative of a common situatiPh, in which a particular library may be a

member of several groups organized for various purposes. The SCILL network

began operationsin June 1975 and now has 85 members consisting of four

public )ibrary systems, two community college library systems, several large

and small academic libraries and many special libraries. It is' headquartered

at Los Angeles Public Library, and is intended to provide access to library

resources in one geographic area for faster patron service. SCILL is also

intended to reduce reliance on other interlibrary loan mechanisms because

they currently do not work well and because of a desire to exhaust local

resources before trying elsewhere.

MCLS employs a Library Technician II who examines each ILL request,

.checks for holdings in the System union card file, and if not found there

determines whether to send it directly to a particular library (e.g., a

request on the subject of geneology would be transmitted directly to the

Sutro Library, a branch of the California State Library), or to send it on to

SCILL or the California State Library Union Catalog. Diverse routings for

ILL requests are being tried experimentally. A Reference Coordinator deter-

mines where ILR requests are sent; usually, they are sent to SCAN or the

State Library.

Within the SCILL network, academic library charges for photocopies

are absorbed by SCILL. MCLS members provide free photocopying to other

members for up to twenty pages per request.
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It is expected that the State Design Teams will assist the StP6ing

Committee and Network staff by identifying the multilibrary groups within

their states and advising bow best to relate Network plans'to serving the

needs of such groups, as well as suggesting how these groups can contribute

their special resources and capabilities to Network activities. This subject

is clearly one in which local knowledge is all-important.

Neighboring Networks

The Western Network will work cooperatively with other regional

networks that, together, are contributing to the formation of a national

library and information network.. To the east, MIDLNET has just been organized.

MIDLNET appears to have many of the characteristics envisioned for the Western

Network and the prospects are,excellent for mutual assistance in developing

plans and programs. The Executive Director for MIDLNET is T: Johnjipt.z, and

headquarters are in Green Bay, Wisconsin. The geographic area lofted upon as

potentially appropriate for inclusion in the network ranges from Michigan

and Indiana to the western plains states and south to Missouri and Kentucky.

North and South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas are thus presented with a

choice of networks in which to consider membership.

Tothe south, the Amigos Bibliographic Council provides access to

OCLC for libraries in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, New Mexico and Arizona. The

Executive Director is James H. Kennedy; headquarters are in Richardson, Texas.

Amigos is the de facto successor to the networking activity carried do in the

Southwest formerly by SLICE and the' Texas InteruniverSity Council

Although Amigos does not appear tobe as similar to the envisioned Western.

Network as MIDLNET, it is likely that there will be opportunities for cooWa-'

tion with that network for mutual benefit. For example, Amigos has some ex-

perience of value to the Western Network in dealing with problems ofAroviding

telecommunications over long distances between libraries and the maintenance

of equipment in libraries that are not close to urban centers.

26
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III. .,BIBLIOGRAPHIC UTILITIES '

. A bibliographic utility is an ginization thatliffers support --

usually compliter-based -- for library techAcal processing, interlibrary

loan, or reference on a relatively public baSis. Utility customers usually

have'little say ig how thesaffairs. of the-utility a conducted, and this

is'a major feature distinguishing utilities from networks. In Mostcates,

using libraries must purchase serviceJrom the bibliograph utilities,'

regardleSs ofthe declared profit/nonprofit status of the util y.

There are several computer-based, centralized, on-line biiographic

service organizations potentially available for western library use, both in

the private and the public 'sectors. They are: OCLC, BALLOTS, WLN's new on-line

system and BIBNET for cataloging; BALLOTS and WLN for acquisitionS; and

..SDC'Seirckw5ervice, Lockheed DIALOG and the New York Times data bank forr

on line search service. It is likely that communications costs for connecting

to local utilities would be lower than for connecting to. utilities located in

the E4st; fortunately, all of the on-line utilities, with the exception of

OCLC. nd the New"York Times Data Bank, are located on the West Coast,. right

in the heart of the region covered by-the Western Network. In addition to the

on-lineutilities, there are severa' vendors with established reputationS

for the capability to provide cataloging products such as microfiche catalogs

or union lists: and catalog cards: e:g., Blackwell North America (formerly

Richard Abel),'Sciefice'Press, Autographics and Inovar. Baker and Taylor's

BATAB program provides off-line support for acquisitions.
; 4

The array of utilities potentially available obviates the need to

consider building an additional utility to serve he Western Network. While

the existingutilities.are based in some respects len technology that is becoming

dated, tthey are effective and can provide needed supliorrover the next few

years.while library systemtand networks evolve to incorporate efficiencies

made possible throGgh new mini- and m4cro-computers, storage devices, and

telecommunications teckologies. The Westieh Network, together with other

regional and national networks, has 'a role to play in representing the needs `of.

member libraries to- the 'utilities as their systems and services evolve. The

networks themselves may eventually develop utilities of theirown. The networks

clearly have a function in setting up'the communication systems needed for

economically interconnecting libraries and utilities, and in requiring adherence
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to bibliographic and communications standards so that any library can access

a range of diffferent utilities and data bases without using specialized

equipment or prticedures for each.

Washington Library Network's (WLN) On-Line System

The Washington Library Network is developing an on-line bibliographic

utility under the aegis of the Washington State Library Commission. The

Washington State Library is responsible for computer system development and "

operation, with technical design and programming under contract to Boeing

Computer Services and Washington State University: Funding for development

and initial operation of the system has been supplied by the state legislature

through the State Library's budget.

Basic concepts of the WLN computer system.include:

1) Enhancement of citizen access to'library resources

anywhere in the state;

2) Support for most operations; for all types of libraries;

3) Quality, control of data base contents;

4) Authority file capability for names and subjects;

5) Potential interfice with other state, regional and

national networks; and

-- 6) Ability to intake .and output records containing all

applicable MARC content. designators.

The WLN on-line system, builds on experience that Washington has gained

over several years in operating a batch-processing system providing cataloging

and processing support and production of union catalogs for ten libraries as

well as the on-line system for acquiSitions developed a:number of,years ago at

"Washington State University. Although the first priority is to provide auto-

, mation support to Washington Libraries, WLN is also willing that the system be

used to support.librarieS in otherstates as long as the requirements for

Washingtonlibraries are satisfactorily met."

A limited vei-sion of the on-line system, operating on an IBM 360/65

computer in Olympia, is now in service. The basic operational version of the

system is scheduled tote in place in July 1976 on an IBM 360/65 computer in

Pullman, Washington. The system utilizes the vendor-supplied ADABAS file

managtent system and the Intercom teleprocessing management module that have

been designated as standard packages for the state.

28
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Subsystems are.planned for suppOrt of acquisitions, cataloging,

circulation and serials control; only the first two are being implemented in

197b. The Acquisitions Subsystem will have the foliowving capabilities:

. 1) ordering;

2) receiving;

3) claims'generation;

4) generation of cataloging products at time of ordet:'

or at time of receipt, if data are available; and

5) fund accounting.

Order records can be generated from data in the cataloging base. An in-process

/file is maintained for on-line searching and update.

For cataloging, the Bibliographic Subsystem has the following

capabilities:

1) on-line keyboarding, with system prompts and

immediate validation;

2) selective display of record content; and

3) retrieval and display'of authority records

and the authority index.

Products of the system will include multiple order and claim farms, management

and statistical reports catalog cards, spine and bobk card 1bels, r.esource

directories (union lists, and custom book or fiche catalogs. Some tailoring

for catalog printed records may be specified by Individual libraries. Access

points for WIN on-line searching include: control number; LCCN; ISBN; ISSN;

author; title; series; subject; subject segments; and key words in title,

series title, and corporate name.

The WLN system's capabilities differ from those of BALLOTS (described

in the next section) in'two respects. The Acquisitions Subsystem of WIN

includes an accounting function, whereas BALLOTS does not. The BibliOgraphic

SubSYstem of WIN incorporates an authority control function forames and

subject headings. At present, BALLOTS does not have a similar funttion although --

the,need for it is recognized for supporting network activity. The purpose

of the authority control function is to keep majd"r bibliographic access points

as accurate and standardized as possible to reduce the incidence of "lost"

records iin the data base (i.e., records that cannot be retrieved because their

access points contain, tMOrdOer values). The WIN sys0m for authority" control

provides the capability for including cross reference and for allowing certain
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entries to be used by specified libraries but not by others. This permits a

limited degree of tailoring of .authority control to the needs of different

types of libraries.

The file structures proposedor both WLN and BALLOTS provide for

maintaining a standard, authoritative, bibliographic record for all' materials

(although all the data for a record may not be in one physical location).

Modifications to the standard recbrd can be identified for each' library holding

the item, both to reflect local cataloging practices and to hold data pertinent

to the physical item itself, such as copy number and location. Since the standard

and localized forms of the bibliographic record are kept separate, the

capability is provided to maintain a "clean" bibliographic data base for use

by all libraries seeking the most authoritative version of the bibliographic

description for an item, while reserving the option to.qe catalogi6 data

input by another library using the system.

AFthough key parameters of system effectiveness will not be available

until the WLN on-line system reaches full operational status later this year,

system documentation indicates that the user interface is about as, good as

BALLOTS or OCLC, and so should prove to be a system that is easy to use and

one that requires a minimum of staff, training. Because the on-line system is

operational only in a pilot version, this review does not include user comments

on the. system, as has been done for BALLOTS and OCLC. The reader should not

infer that the WLN system is therefore not the equal of those systems.

BALLOTS

The BALLOTS system has been under development fo' eight years at

Stanford University, Palo Alto, California, and has been operational in support

of the Stanford Univer§ity Libraries since 1972. In the'yast year, access to

BALLOTS files has been made publicly available to individual libraries and to a

pilot Library Automation Networ,k (PLAN) of seven California libraries in a

project sponsored by the State Library. Currently,.BALLOTS' catalog data base

is searched by libraries from as far away as Washington, D.C. via the TYMNET

dial-up network. BALLOTS is managed by A. t. Epstein, an assistant 'director

of the!Stanford Center for Information Processing.

BALLOTS supports both on-line acquisitions and cataloging for the

Stanford University Libraries and cataloging for the PLAN libraries. In

acquisitions, BALLOTS provides for ordering virtually all types.of material
e
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and handles all aspects of oklering and receiving except fund accounting.

The latter function at Stanford is handled by the University Accounting De-

partment. BALLOTS has the following features for acquisitions:

1) handles faculty and library staff requests for materials

and notifies requesters of,items received;

2) handles standing orders, blanket orders and approval orders;

3) produces want lists;

'4) allows for automatic claim periods of different durations

with option for manual override.on demand;

5) performs automatic cancellation and reissue of orders (same

, options aipaboveI;-

6) maintains vendor files, allows for special processing for

individual vendors;

7) handles complete, partial or delayed shipments;

8) generates source data for the cataloging subsystem;

9) provides immediate validation of acquisition data; e.g.,

shelving location, book 'fund;

10) provides users with options for brief or full record dis-

plays (true also for cataloging);

11) "prompts" or suggests appropriate commands (also applies to

cataloging;

12) allows users to "chain" or combine commands (also applies

to cataloging).

Order records can be generated from data in the cataloging base

(either MARC or previously cataloged materials). An In-process file is main-

tained for on-line searching. Use of the acquisitions subsystem at Stanford

has resulted in the complete elimination of paper files for orders. The

acquisitions and cataloging staffs now occupy a contiguous work area due VI.

savings in space and to increased efficiency in material flow between the 16

departments.

For cataloging, BALLOTS has the following features:

1) allows an unlimited number of characters per record (frue

also for acquisitions);

2) supports on-line keyboarding, with system prompts and

immediate validation;

3) searches all five bibliographjc system files with single

entry of a search (also applies to acquisitions);
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4) provides variable format displays for LC-card-style and

'tabular input formats;

5) produces work slips, catalog cards and spine labels, and

provides user with options to generate ex:ra cards or

suppress cards or spine labels;

6) accommodates listing of multiple locations of the same title

in various branch libraries;

7) allows the substitution of MARC records directly for any

local record; and

8) maintains standing searches automatically for items within

the scope of MARC, but for which MARC records have not yet

been received (also available for acquisitions).

BALLOTS currently operates on an IBM 370/168. For Stanford use,

Sanders Associates 804 programmable terminals are hardwired to a PDP 11/45

front end processor; this allows the transmission of a full screen's worth

of data between the computer and the terminal at 480 characters per second.

Non-Stanford users access BALLDTS via a direct interface between the computer

and communication lines with a. 30 character-per-sedond transmission rate,

and can transmit or receive one line of a display at a time.' Response time is

under five seconds, generally. Displiy formats' are well de for the

convenience of users, and 100 staff- members are.trained to e the terminals

in the.technical processing work area. Terminals are also available in the

public service area for use by reference librarians. The system is available

between the hours of 8:30 A.M. tO'midnight, Pacific Time.

BALLOTS presently provides three levels of service to off-campus

users. Level' 1 provides the capability for users to search the data base and ,

to receive odtputs. Level 2.provides the capability for users to set up

standing search requests for a specified length of time; searches are-then

run automatically each time the data base is updated with new MARC records.

Level 3 allows users to transfer a copy of a catalog record to a temporary

file, modify the content of the'record, and have it saved on tape. This

latter capability is, used by the PLAN libraries to build files for newly

cataldged materials which are then sent to a vendor to produce bookformor

microfiche catalogs of new acquisitions.
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BALLOTS includes a catalog card printing program for Stanford

library use, and is presently developing a capability for tailoring card

formats and contents to the requirements of other users. This capability is

based on the catalog card printing program (BIBCARD) developed by the,Uni-

.versity of California.

BALLOTS is currently being modified to provide the full range of

system capabilities to other libraries.in addition to Stanford. By Spring

1976, it will be modified to accommodate the complete MARC record (it supports

about 95% of MARC record elements now). The files are being redesigned to -.

accommodate a centralized bibliographic record with individual variations

saved, and to indicate the holders of a particular record (in-process br

catalog). These modifications are being made over the next year,. and are

scheduled for operational availability by the first quarter of 1977. BALLOTS

has also developed specifications for a programmable terminal with a full

MARC character set and has selected a manufacturer who will deliver the

terminal in 1976.

BALLDTS searching capabilities are quite versatile. Access points

include order number (which is also the record identification number), LCtN,

persona -1 author, title word, call number, corporate or conference entry word,

and subject. Author names may be specified in any form or order of forename

and surname. Search arguments, (except LCCN and record identification numbers)

may be truncated, and arguments may be combined in one search formulation.

In summary, when,modifications to support network operation are

completed early in 1977, BALLOTS will offer most of the capabilities (except

for authority control) desirable for supporting technical processing in libraries

likely to be members of a western network. The staff is both.capable and

cooperative. Stanford at. present is willing that the system be transferred

to another organization, and is not insistent upon retaining control of it.

The Stanford University library staff has been pleased with, and

readily accepted, BALLOTS.* All staff members in Collection Oevelopmept.0

Reference, Reserves and Technical Services were trained in BALLOTS use A 9Ate

required, and none failed to master the system. Productivity of the Order

Division increased such that there was a staff savings of six positions.

*Project BALLOTS'and the Stanford University Libraries. "Stanford ,University's
BALLOTS System." Jourpal of Library Automation, v.8, No.-1, March 1975.
pp. 31-50.
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Work assignments in the order Department were broadened, giving individuals

more responsibility and eliminating narrow subject areas of specialization.

Only manuscripts, sheet maps, and non-Roman nontransliterated items are still

processed manually in the Catalog Department; thus about 99% of the total

cataloging workload is handled via BALLOTS. Elimination of manual catalog

card' production resulted in a staff savings of 5.5 FTE.

Sara Carter Swinney, Librarian of the Sutter County Public Library

in California, has reported on the participation of her library in the PLAN

experiment, using BALLOTS.* Sutter County Public is a small library in a

rural area of northern California.

Sutter CoUnty accessed BALLOTS to obtain cataloging copy that the .

staff then uses to create catalog cards. The library experienced a 72% hit

rate, but expects.that the rate will be much higher when standing search

requests are established; MARC records appear to become available by the time

materials are actually received from a publisher or distributor. The' staff

also used BALLOTS to verify titles for interlibrary loan requests, and to

produce a few specialbibliograPhies. Other libraries id the system to which

Sutter belongs are tied in to Sutter via a TWX network, and Sutter performed

BALLOTS searches for them for ILL verification and for cataloging data.

Use of BALLOT'S allowed one professional staff member to be shifted

from Technical Processing to Public Services. A major benefit of BALLOTS

use has been the availability of authoritative cataloging data. As a small

library, the staff did not have the capability of performing expert cataloging

in-house. The library has a staff of 14; 8 have been trained.to rise the

BALLOTS system.

As yet, no serious consideration has been devoted to providing a

computer-to-computer connection between BALLOTS and WLN. While it is possible

to exchange dap by means of shipping records on tape between the systems, a

communications line.could be installed to allow on -line transfer of data and

messages between the two systems. This would provvide a capability for reducing

overall storage costs by allowing each system to maintain only the records

needed by its own user set; the whole MARC file nerd not be on-line at both'

systems. A request not found in one system's file, could automatically be

searched, in the-other system's file in a manner analogous to the current

*Pr'esentation at "Update 1975: Libraries and Automation," Second Annual. State
Librarian's Conference on Library Automation, Burlingame, California,
October 2, 197.5. 4
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BALLOTS logic of searching several files in a specified, order -- in process,

MARC, and cataloged items). Such division of storage between the -two systems

should be almost transparent to the user. Similarly, users of either system

Gould check holdings records in both systems with a single location. request.

The same techniques could beilsed to switch search, requests to other systems

as well, such a OCLC or the University of Chicago system that may be fulls'

operational in the near future.

OCLC

The Ohio College Library Center (OCLC) has operated a cataloging

utility since the beginning of the decade, and currently serves librariei in

almost every region of the country. The system provides users with the capa-

bility of using an on-line terminal to create copy for catalog cards, either

by modifying an existing record in the data base or by adding a new record.

Catalog cards are printed in filing order and shipped to the requesting library

on a daily basis.

OCLC; as a component for the Western Network, has not been examined

ifi detail as yet; however, it obviously must be considered in any network

design. Currently, OCLC has two advantages_over the BALLOTS and WLN on-line

systems: it has been providing cataloging products tO many Libraries for

several years and it has a much larger data base (about three times as large)

than the other two systems have, although'many of the records have never been

used by more than one library to request catalog cards. Even when BALLOTS and

WLN become fully operational for purposes of network support,,OCLC will con)inue.

to be valuable for western libraries because of the holdings information't6

which that system provides access: One disadvantage of OCLC is the lack of an

acquisitions' sulisy4tem, but thA capability is promised for some time in the

hear future. OCLC is being used nowrby several libraries in the West: the

University of New Mexico, New Mexico State University, Eastern New Mexico

'University, the Cldremont Colleges, Pomona Public, Sunnyvale Public, Tucson

Public and Brigham Young University, in addition to the research libraries,

listed in Table 3.

Michael Cart of the Pomona0Public Library, California", has reported

on the use of OCLC at that library.* Pomona Public has 230,000 volumes plus

audiOvisual material. Last year, it added 11,400 new titles and ig,00t volumes.

*Ibid. I
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The library is provided OCLC service via a multidrop line (i.e., the same phone

line may connect 20 to 30 different terminals to the'OCLC'computer center).

Pomona Public was experiencing a 70% hit rate with the first try, and a 95%

hit rate within a week following the first try. ,Catalog cards themselves

cost 3.4t per card. Start-ud costs for installing the terminal and setting

up a format profile for catalog cards was about$325. The first time use

charge of $2.25, assessed when catalog cards were requested, covered all costs

for terminal, telecommunications, and computer use. Training was provided by

OCLC at $15 per hour, plus transportation; two days training was suffiCient.

As of the end of September 1,975, the OCLC file contained 1.7 million

records, of which 35% were MARC and the remainder were contributed by OCLC

users. The file was growing at a rate of aeout 3,.000 records per day. Daily

use averaged 15,000 books being cataloged and 125,000 cards being pjoduced.

Ann Yin§ Ling of the Sunnyvale Public Library, California, also

reported on using OCLC.* There, a 98% hit rate was experienced. Delivery

of cards from Ohio via United Parcel Service took three to five days hormally,

with a maximum delay of 2-1/2 weeks since OCLC use began in December 1974.

Sunnyvale accessed OCLC via TYMSHARE, and service cost about $1000 per month

total; this would be reduced by about a third if Sunnyvale were connected

to.00LC via a multidrOp line. (This drastic a reduction in total cost il-

lustrartes the importance of telcommunications portion of network operating

expense.)

Westat, Inc. performed a study during the latter part of 1974 and

'early 4975 of DCLC use by 22 Texas and New Mexico libraries participating.in

the Texas IUC/OCLC network (now Amigos).** Except in small academic and public

libraries, no evidence was found that OCLC use resulted in lower costs for

cataloging. However, searching time was reduced about 10% for order searching;

and one public library running parallel manu and OCLC processing operations

demonstrated a 0:6 minute per volume difference in favor of OCLC. When used

in interlibrary loan searching,OCLC gave a 42% find ratio as opposed to 66% .

for the NUC and 51% for the Texas NUmerIc Register, but OCLC verification was

considered to be notably more accurate and current than the other sources.

"OCLC find. ratios for cataloging ranged fi.om 65 to 74% among the libraries

studied; subject matter was not a factor affecting the find ratio, but

*Ibid.

** IUC/OCLC Network Evaluation: Final Report. Westat, Inc., Rockville, Md.
August 31, 1975, 216 p.
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publication date was, with find ratios ranging from 51% for pre-1963 publi-

cations to 71% for post-1972 publications. Most librarians using OCLC were

enthused with the system and its.promise of future capabilities for serials

control and as a more complete union catalog. An introduction to the report,

prepared by tfle IIJC /OCLC Evaluation Advisory Committee, makes the point that '

introduction of the system caused l4braries to analyze all their technical

professing operations and made librarians aware of the interrelations among

all internal library activities and of the importance of defining and extending

relations among libraries.

BIBNET

BIBNETis a commercial cataloging system developed and marketed by

Information Dynamics Corporation (IDC). The system offers on-line access

to, and powerful searching capabilities for, a catalloging data base developed

from MARC records and customer-supplied'catalogin§. A stand-alone system

option utilizes an in-library minicomputer, display terminal and printer

and employs a Oncept quite different from that on which OCLC, WLN and

similar systems are based. Instead of the user being on-line to a central

'computer to create catalog records theBIBNET user goes on-line only to

search a central cataloging data base. ,Once records have been identified,

they are transmitted to the storage device used by the in-library mini-

computer, and the telecommunications link with the central Computer is

terminated. The cataloging records, thus obtained can be modified by the
.

library as desired, then printed out, without any further interattion with

the central computer. This concept takes;full advantage of the ,standard

BIBNET services for on-line searching capabilities offered by a bibliographic

utility (in this case, System,Development Corporation (SDC), which maintains

the central catalog file using data supplied by IDC; the file is named

LIBCON/E), including subject access to catalog records, while minimizing

communication costs incurred for ongoing connection from the local library

to the central computer.

Records submitted by IDC customers are entered in the data base and

copies are distributethrough IDCs11CRS-micxgficbe supplement file. "
.

Contributed records in the on-lne file are truncated and tagged with a

status code indicating thht non-LC records are non - authoritative; only

MARC records received from LC are maintained in full form. .BIBNET users do

not input data from their terminals except to add their holder codes to

records in the data base.
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The New Mexico State Library is experimenting with the on-line version

of the system as a means for maintaining a union.catalog, and. the California

State Univirsityand Colleges (CSUC) have tried out as an alternative to

OCLC or BALLOTS for their use. One problem with BIBNET's availability has

been a delay in making' the.full file available; generation was completed late

in 1975.

On-Line Search Services

Search services provide the capability for libraries to use a.

computer terminal in the libraryto look for citations on a particular subject

in very large, centralized, data bases. These search services not only

supplant printed indices traditionally used by librarians, but also they make

it possible to locate citations through a. combination of access points. In

printed indices, searching can be done by only one access point at a time.

An added advantage to the search services is their ability to OHnt out,

either at the terminal or at the computer center, a special' bibliography

developed as a result of the search.

In addition to the National Library of Medicine which operates

MEDLINE, SERLINE, CATLINE, and other on-line services through a number of medical

libraries, there are two major commercial vendors of search services, SOC and

Lockheed. Each of these corporations offers access to a number of specialized

data bases such as ERIC, NTIS, Congressional Information Service, the afore-

mentioned LIBCON/E, and many others. The New York Times Information Bank is

also marketed commercially, and provides en-line access to abstracts of articles

appearing in that newspaper and numerous other publications.

Although the commercial search service vendors market directly to

individual libraries, in recent years they have entered into contracts pith

library networks or groups. BCR, for example, brokers SOC and Lockheed

services for its member libraries. Such contracts usually allow member

libraries to receive small amounts.of free time for demonstration and training

purposes. The broker supplements the limited training services performed by

the vendor.

Some of the search services have a limited message- switching

capability. This could be used to advantage by network libraries to make ILL

requests to a central point (e.g., PNBC) at the time that citations are

identified in searching, thereby,saving a librarian's time in transcribing

the citation, and ensuring that the citation is correct and complete.
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The rapid increase in use of on-line search services recently has stimulated

a growth in demand for photocopies of journal articles and technical reports,

as noted at PNBC. This trend can be expected to continue for some time as

more libraries make use of the Search services and ds more patrons become

aware of this new capability to obtain specialiied bibliographieS.

CLSI'LIBS 100

While not a centralized utility, the turnkey system marketed by

Computer Library Services, Inc: (CLSI) must also be mentioned. This system,

called LIDS 100, is a stand-alone, minicomputer based, on-line system that

provides circulation control and Ain some 4nstallations) film Booking and

acquisitions processing. Over the near future, only the circulation control

system is being marketed with the acquisitions system having been withdrawn

for redesign to makeit more suitable for use by academic libraries. Eleven.

libraries in the West have installed LIDS 100,
u
and in doing so have converted

all or much of their shelf lists. (Appendix A). The advantage to a network of

having such systems available is that data pertinent to an individual library can

be maintained by that library', rather than having to go through additionaT handling

to be added to a centralized network file;such additional handling introduces

a delay factor which may make some of the data out of date in the central file,

and an error factor caused by failure to transmit changes to existing records.

The in-library.computer, could be connected to a centralized utility for order

searching and for obtaining. cataloging data, rather like the way BIBNET operates.

Such a "distributed" or "dispersed" data processing system would depend upon

the utilization of telecommunications networks to provIde the capability for

one library to. transmit or receive data from the central computer utility or

to peek into another library's file when it needs.to find out, for example,

whether a particular book is available for loan from that library, or to see

what books the first library has on order. Illinois is experimenting with

interconnections between LIBS 100 systems in use in that state, although these

systems do not communicate with a central computer utility.

Potential use of LIBS 100 to handle interlibrary loans.within a

local .area can be seen from looking at data supplied by the Boise Public .

Library from an analysis of ILL requests during November 1975. Boise has a

LIBS 100 system and is considering the possibility of installing terminals at

eight other public libraries in the system for which BOise is the regional

resource center. Boise received 379 ILL requests and was able to fill 210

(55%) by sending or reserving materials from its own collection. At least.
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one other library in the system had a copy of 160 of the requested titles

(42%), and 40 additional titles (11%j were held by these libr4ries but not

by Boise. Thus, more than half the ILL requests might have been filled by

other libraries in the system rather than Boise. If speed of delivery were

a factor in some of the ILL requests, having terminals available at all the

libraries could have allowed the requesting library to determine what other

library in the system held the book -- and had it available for immediate

circulation.

Sue Baerg of the Huntington Beach Public Library, California,

reported at the California Librarians' Automation Conference on use of the

LIBS 100 system at that library.* The library had 200,000'volumes, of

which 45% were in the circulation control system's data base, with the re-

mainder being added. An average of 2,100 books,per day were circulated:

The LIBS 100 system controlled circulation of all media, including booking of'

films, for which the publit library serves three school districts under con-

tract as the di.stribUtion agent. Unexpectedly, experience showed that many

members of the library staff who were not involved in the circulation control

function were nonetheless vitally concerned with circulation data. 80%

to 90 of the staff useethe system on a daily basis. The interlibrary loan

staff used the system to determine whether or not a requested item was avail-

able for loan. The reference staff used the system to verify holdings,

suggest alternative bdoks for items that were currently on loan, and to find'

out on what floor a book wa's before sending someone to look for it. The

system allowed the library to perform double the former amounMof circulation

with no increase in staff, and the savings in salary for no-lionler-neeqed

overdue clerks by itself was almost enough to cost-justify the system.

The LIBS 100 system operates on a POP-1705 with CDC 33 megabyte

discs and customized terminals. This configuration support's-15 terminals and

up to 300 megabytes (300,000,000 characters) of storage. Plans are in progress

to use a PDP-11/45 which will handle up to 50 terminals. The circulation

control syitem uses four files: a title 'file for bibliographic description

of items to be circulated, a locator file for identifieatidn of a specific

physical item, a possessor file for identification of a possible holder of

'a specific item, and an event file that contains a record indicating what

the next action for an item in circulation is expected to be -- sort of a

suspense file.

*Op. cit. 4 0
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Blackwell North America, Inc. (B/NA)

t

Batch procesSing support for cataloging'products, when.operated

efficiently, might be more cost-effective for some libraries than on-line

access to a computer utility. B/NA, located in Beaverton, Oregon, is a

growing vendor in thebatch prpduction market for catalog cards, labels,'and

bookform c4alogs on Microfiche. B/NA offers a full range_of services, from

catalog car sets and processing kits to full cataloging and preparatiOn of

boiiks for.sh lying. Various options may be selected by a library by means of

a "profile" o specify Dewey or LC classification, call number formats,

overprinting f subject headings, et4vc,,

B/NA publishes a Title Index on microfiche that can be searched'by

tftle:lo find..ibe unique identification number assigned to the catalog record

by B/NA. This Index reflects both the complete and up-to-date MARC file and

original cataloging submitted by B/NA customers or performed by B/NA,' Wpile,

all customers can order catalog.card sets and labels by specifying simply

LC card numbe or 'ISBN, those Castomers with a Title Index can also order by

the B/NA,recoA,aCcess number. In either case, there is no need to include

complete citation when ordering. -13/NA will hold an order for a specified

period of time waitin for a MARC record to be received from LC.

BMA also provides. subject authority control for cataloging supplied

by customers. The. Eighth Edition of the Library of Congress Listof Subject

Heading's is available, and customers may specify other' headings used in their

own collection. Cross references may be included.

-B/NA'will produce microform catalogs, which many librariesare using

now in place of card catalogs, to fit any film or fiche reader. Customers

select the number of copies and frequency,.of update for the microform catalogs.'

They may also obtain copies of their catalog records in machine-readable form,

and can requireB/NA to restrict the use of the data that they have supplied.

Union catalogs can.be compile(' and produced for groups of libraries.

Potentially, a cataloging service such as the one offered by B/NA

or other vendors, such as Inovar, Autographics or Science Press, might be

especially valuable for the Western Network. Union catalogs reflecting the

holdings of all libraries in part or all of a state could be developed at very

low costand as a byproduct of libraries ordering their own cataloging products.

Holding records could be drawn off in machine-readable form for addition to

on-line catalog data bases maintained by utilitiei such as WLN or BALLOTS.

Through making:use of the B/NA Title Index and/or union catalogs produced for
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a state, smaller lib'raries unableto make c9st-effective use of on-lIne access

to a bibliographic utility would still be able to take advantage of most of the

benefits such utilities provide in reducing cataloging costs and providing

location information for interlibrary loan. While the bibliographic utilities

'map eventually offer the same range of services as commercial vendors now do;,

it may be to the interest of western libraries to begin building an integrated

cataloging and location data base, by using commercial services.

'Document Delivery Centers

Document delivery is becoming more important as more people are ,

able to find oore citations with the. help of on-line search services more

easily than was possiblevul/bemanual searching. Speed of delivery is some;

times.of critical importance to he patron. Document delivery centers can.

help satisfy the demand for better document delivery.

Any library is a document delivery center in the sense that it is

capable of filling some `interlibrary' loan requests. What distinguishes the

document 'delivery centers from other libraries is their organization around

the function of document delivery rather than'the full range of traditional

library services: In-other words, document delivery centers are in-business

to respond quickly to requests from other libraries for copies'or loans of

materials.

PNBC and the RMLs actas document delivery centers; one of their

basic functions is to supply requested materials quickly. There are other

centers that the Western Network might be able to use to advantage to

improve document delivery and reduce ILL cOts. The Associated Colleges of

the Midwest (ACM) has a Periodical Bank with holdings of about 2,000 titles

and access to holdings of the Newberry -and John Crerar libraries in Chicago.

An associate membership fee of $250 per year is assessed and photocopies

cost $1.00 for the first exposure and $.20 for each tdditibnal exposure

(normally; there are two pages per exposure). Requests are filled the same day

they are received, when possible.

The British Library Lending Division (BLED) Is another document

delivery center used by a number of American libraries, often as a resource of

last resort. NLM, for example, uses the BLED for requests that it cannot fill

from its own collection. The KID attempts to maintain a nearly complete

collection of contemporary serials as well as extensive back files.
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it The San Mateo Educational Resource Center (SMERC) operates a document

-reproduction seryice that can fill requests for. ERIC and other educational

materials in either hard copy or microfiche. National Technical Information

Service (NTIS) technical reports can be obtained from centers such as the

Western Research Applications Center (WESRAC) at USC or New Mexico's TeChnologY

Application Center.

These document delivery centers and others yet to be identified and

studied may represent a resource for libraries in the Western Network that can.

be used to good advantage to improve access to materials and reduce ILL costs.

The capabilities of these centers should be examined in conjunction with

analyzing how the Network might operate to enhance ILL effectiveness.

Use of the Bibliographic Utilities by the Western Network

Each of the computer-based on-line bibliographic utilities described

in this section has one or more features that at present distinguishes it

from the other utilities: the large data base with holdings of many libraries

and extensive network support experience of OCLC, the authority, control

capability of the WLN system, the operationally-proven multi-access-point-'

search capability and fast response of BALLOTS, or the stand -al -one capability

. of BIBNET. It might be desirable for a library in the Western Network to'have

the capability to use any of these utilities, or at least the content of their

data bases, rather than be restricted to just one. This is technically

feasible, and the Western Network should support the interconnection of the

.utilities and their adherence to bibliographic and communications standards,'

that would allow using libraries to take full advantage of .the special features

of each utility. ."Off-line" utilities, such 4S vendors.like B/NApho provide

commercial cataloging services, can be "interconnected" to the on-line

utilities by transferring the data collecteikon western library holdings to

the data base of one Or more of the on=line utilities.

The Western Network can take an active role in procuring and inte,

grating the products and services. offered by,bibliographic utilities to

provide the post effective and economic support, for western libraries of all

types. Acting as an agent for theso libraries, the Network can obtain

favorable rates from suppliers based on high volume and, as a large customer,

can wield more influence on the suppliers' offerings than could individual

libraries. The Network could also act in a fashion similar to an original

equipment manufacturer (OEM) in purchasing component products or services and

tailoring them into.a package designed to meet special needs of groups of

its own customer set, the Network members. 4 3



Surveying the field of bibliographic utilities., it appears that

the range of capabilities available can satisfy library support needs over

th'enext few years. The challenge now is to determine how these'capabilities

can best be integrated to improve library service in the West.

J'
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IV. BIBLIOGRAPHIC DATA BASES

Cataloging and Serian Data Bases

The West is blessed with an abundance of cataloging records in

machine-readabli form, in both public and private hands. As noted in Section

II, many of the state library agencies maintain a.union catalog and a union

list of serials, as do some of the large institutions within certain states.

An immediate benefit of Western; Network operations would come just from in-

ventorying these data bases and helping to make them available to all .libraries

performing retrospective conversions. Future benefit would deriv6 from in,

tegrating these data bases in various ways to reduce costs for maintaining

a large file at different locations and to'develop capabilities for locating

and verifying materials for interlibrary loan.

Outside the West, there are other major bibliographic data bases to

which western libraries should have access, such as the OCLC data base which

now contains nearly two million catalog records and holdings of participating

libraries. The CONSER data base for serials using the Minnesota. iniOn List

of Serials (MULS) is being.generated at OCLC; bibliographic records for serials

drawn from this data base are to be distributed through the MARC service by

.the Library.of Congress and the Canadian National Library. LC is also pre-

paring to make some of its files, such as the subject headings and in-process

files, available -- but only through library networks -- for on-line searching.

Butler Associates has performed several surveys of cataloging data

bases in the West and has determined that substantial overlaps in coverage

exist between holdings in smaller libraries and the holdings of large putlic

libraries such as Los Angeles'County. This library system has maintained a

file for production of bookform catalogs for many years. Other major public

libraries in California also have machine-readable files, such as Los'Angeles

Public and Orange County Public. Among the larger libraries, there appears to

be a growing sentiment in favor of replacing hard catalogs with bookform or

microform catalogs for convenience in maintenance, replication and distribution.

Some of the other major western cataloging data bases identified to

date are described very briefly in the following paragraphs. Serials data

bases, surveyed by the Project staff to identify an appropriate base for de-

veloping a union list of serials for Montana; are desciibed in Appendix B.

4.5
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(a) BALLOTS Data Bases:

- In addition to the MARC file from January 1972:BALLOTS has four

other files, providing an aggregate of almost half a million catalog records

available for on-line searching. The Catalog Data File contains the

machine-readabfb catalog record for every title processed for, the Research

Library since 1974 and, for MARC-based titles, from November 1972. This

file exceeds 200,000 records in size, intrudes 'materials in over 100

languages, and contains records for monographs, serials, government documents,

music, atlases, and microforms - essentially everything but manuscripts.

The Catalog of the Meyer Memorial Library contains records for 85,000 titles

selected mainly for undergraduate use.

The Reference/Authority File, based on the records in the Catalog

Data'File, contains perspnal names, corporate body names,?and subject

references. The file is used to direct the user automatically to he proper

entry during searching. BALLOTS does not at this time automatically prevent

users from adding new (and possible nog-authoritative) entries nor does it

currently support the generation of.automatic changes to the file upon

inclusion of a new term to replace a former term.' As presently constituted,

therefore, BALLOTS is nof a full authority control system.

BALLOTS Catalog Data File records are very close to the full MARC

standard. Modifications'are currently being installed, which will bring all

new records up to full MARC/ISBD standards. Also, by early 1977 BALLOTS

records will accommodate holdings codes and local variations of entry, subject

heading and call number to enable using libraries to tailor records to their

own requirements without altering the MARC records themsdlves.

BALLOTS also has the'In Process File (IPF), which contains descriptive

cataloging for materials on order. Entries in this file may be copied

automatically frpm MARC, the Catalog Data File, the Meyer File, or may be

added if not available in those files. At any given time this file contains

approximatbp 30,000 items.

(b) WLN Data Base:

WLN also has about half a million catalog records, including MARC

records, in the data base it has been maintaining with the batch-mode system

to build union catalogs for Washington libraries. Authority control records

in the data base are used to help assure the quality of data in catalog

records added by Washington libraries. The University of Washington serials

records are to be added to the data base; at this point, it is not determined

whether CONSER records will be used to supplement existing serials records, or
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if CONSER records will be substituted for existing records. WLN records

include location information. WLN records meet full MARC standards and are

certifiable by LC.

(c) ucucs4:

The University of California's Union Catalog Supplement, covering

theperiod 1963 to 1967, is available in machine- readable form. The quality

of this data base is substandard, but editing and improvement of entries as

they are used by others may make this file potentially useful for cataloging

pre-MARC materials. The file is being licensed to two private vendors, Inovar,

and Blackwell, for their. .potential use in serving library customers in pro-

ducing bookform catalogs and other cataloging products.'

(d) Blackwell North America Data Bakes:

This commercial. vendor maintains data bases consisting of the full

MARC file, the BNBi(British National Bibliography) MARC file, and other catalog

records contributed by customers, for a total of over 2,000,000 records, most

of which are of high quality. These data bases are increasing at a rate of

3,000 records per week, and include cataloging for serials and nonprint

materials as well as monographs. Blackwell will suOply records to purchasers

for $.10 $.15, depending on volume.

(e) Autographics Data Base:

This commercial vendor has a data base representing the holdings of

several large public libraries in different parts of the country. The firm

has assisted several western libraries in preparing data bases for their

circulation control system purchased from CLSI. For Marin County Public Library,

Autographics is converting records output by BALLOTS for newly cataloged items

into CLSI file updates, as well as updating the library's microform catalog.

In converting Marin County's catalog, Autographics charged $.25 per record

furnished from its own data bases.

(f) NICEM Data Base:

The National Information Center for Educational Media (NICEM) is

located on the campus of the University of Southern California. This organ,

ization maintains a file of almost half a million entries for audiovisual

materials, cataloged in collaboration with the Library of Congress. To date,

this file is used only for publication of indices to media, but its potential

for other uses and on-line searching warrants consideration, particularly

since in many libraries such materials represent a growing proportion of the

total collection.
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ma.

or

Inventory Data Bases

Inventory data bases contain records for the holdings of one o .

more libraries. While holdings data may be included in cataloging data ases

maintained by the bibliographic utilities, such information may indica only

that a particular library organization has at some time acquired a cop of a

-particular title. In fact, the library may no longer hold the title , /or the

physical item may be located in a branch library or special collecti n. The

function of a catalog data base is to provide a standard ascriptio for

books and other materials. The function of an inventory data base -'is to

identify the libraries holding copies orparticulor books or other/materials,

and the data base may go further to keep track of the current phyical location

of each physical Item held by a library.

Numeric registers are one type of inventory data base. A numeric
.

register normally contains only a standard' identifier for a boo# or other
I

material, such as its LC card number, and a list of codes desilinating the

librari s holding copies of the item. Numeric registers are fn use for the

states o Arizona and New Mexico. CSUC also maintains a numeric register for

libraries in that system. '
/

.

A file used for circulation control is another type of inventory

data base. Circulation control files could be used to ge4rate numeric

registers to build a regional location file quite economic/ally. For example,

the inventory data bases .of most of the 11 western libraries with CLSI LIBS 100

circulation control systems contain the data (according o a surv4y we made

in December) necessary for a numeric register.

Another use for inventory control data (lases, as envisioned in library

planning at csup, is to suppdrt interconpection of library circulation control

systems so that one library can find out what other libraries hold an item.

The library can thqn access a holding library's own circulation control file to

determine the availability of the item and to place a hold or ILL request on it

directly through the circulation control system.
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Use of Data Bases by the Western Network

As indicated even by this brief there are a number ofsoueces

for-machine-readdab data that could be tapped by western libraries, Parti-

cularly those-cdnsidering retrospective conversion of their shelf lists.

There are many pitfalls, however, in trying to use existing bibliographic

"data for cataloging purposes. The quality of many of the data bases is open to

serious question, and even when records meet the MARC'standard for both

structure and content some libraries will require adaptation of record content

to conform to local cataloging practices. Computer manipulation of existing,

bibliographic data, when all cost factors are considered, may in some instances

turn out to be considerably more expensive than rekeyboarding data. (For

example, the data in a numeric register record can be keyed for about $.02;

the lowest price for retrieving a,record from an existing file is about $.10

per record, and tI4 data may still need to be processed to create the record

structure required for the numeric register.)

Despite the potential problems, the existing machine-readable data

bases are a rich resource for users where stringent requirements for quality

of cataloging can be relaxed or records can be economically brought up to

standard. For example, it might be desirable to build data bases from existing

records that are adequate for performing the verifying and locating functions

for interlibrary loan even though the records are not fully up to cataloging .

standards. As long as the standard and non-standard records are not inter- .

mingled in one data base, a utility such as WIN or BALLOTS could provide

access for using libraries to both kinds of records to satisfy interlibrary

loan and circulation or inventory control, as well as technical processing

needs.

IN&
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V. TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Significance for Network Operations

Contemporary library networks are based largely on the technology

of distributed rather than centralized data processing. Distribyted data

processing for library networks employs a centralized computer center for

maintaining very large files of general interest (e.g., MARC cataloging data or

citation files), terminals (which may actually be small computers themselves) and a

communications network by which local terminals and the central computer can

be interconnected. Centralized data processing, rpnning in batch mode, is

analogous to the postal service where a message is transmitted by courier and

a response is eventually returned by the same means. What the telephone did

to improve cdmpunication between two people at a distAnCe, the telecommunica-

tions network does for data processing. The benefits to be derived from

/ immediate and_ interactive access to data, information, and materials at other

locations increases a library's effectiveness for supplying service to patrons

far beyond the limits determined by the library'S own collection and the

knowledge of its staff. Telecommunications provides patron access to the total

resources of the network, and the larger system of which the network is a

part, both nationally and internationally.

Telecommunications represents a large proportion of the costs now

being spent on computer support for library operations. As a minimum,.

NELINET, which is geographically close to Columbus, Ohio, currently spends

about $150,000 annually for communications to OCLC, and this is aboist 15%

of the total charge for OCLC use. For on-line searching of data bases, the

communications charge is about $8-10 (using Tymshare or Telenet) Per hour for

connection to major cities, plus local tolls for libraries-located outside a

metropolitan area, or about 10-40% or the total charge for on-line searching.

Because telecommunications costs are clowly linked to distance and volume of

traffic carried, the West is faced with the prospect of relatively high costs

for. interlibrary communication. The distances in-the-region_to be covered are

very large, as compared to the East, and there are very few major population

centers. Furthermore, the states of Alaska and Hawaii are treated by the

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) as foreign countries when it comes to

setting rates end designating what firms will be allowed to provide communi-

cations services.
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6

The Western Network must use available telecommunications to begin

operations. Before long, the Network must be able to invest in development

of equipment and procedures needed to reduce telecommunications costs and

increase the efficiency of interlibrary and inter-computer communication.

Requirements for Network Telecommunications

In a network, librarians need to be able to talk with other

librarians. for many purposes: for reference assistance, for coordination,

for acquiring "how-to-do-it" information, arid soon. Since meetings are

costly,in terms of time and travel, telecommunications (in this case, teli-

phone service) prbvide a very convenient and efficient means for such inter-

library verbal and interactive communication. Not to belabor the point, a

network must give attention to telephone service to ensure that this communi-

cationsmode is used as effectively and economically as possible. Even

telephone service can often be provided at a cheaper rate by a private network

than by customers dealing individually with the telephone company. Several

of -the, states, such as Washington, Montana and California, in recognition of

this fact, have established state offices to.coordinate state communications

networks. For example, Washington estimates that between 5 and 7 million

dollars are saved statewide annually by use of a centralized office to handle

telephone service to state agencies. There is a possibility that tax-

supported libraries could take advantage of such state services to obtain

telephone service at lower cost than charged by the telephone company.

Libraries need to transmit and receive complete messages, such as

interlibrary loan requests. The messages must be available in hard copy form

to save the recipient from having to write it down and also to ensure that

the message received is exactly the same as the message transmitted. Many

libraries currently uAe teletype services, Telex or TWX, for this purpose.

With the availability of centralized computer services, libraries

now need to be able to exchange data through direct communication with the

computer. Data, in this discussion, are. alphanumeric characters represented

by digital codes -- the language of computers. Transmission rate is an impor-

tant characteristic in data communications; for library use, the rate is

generally. expressed as the number of characters transmitted per second (cps).

Current telecommunications services provide transmission rates of 10, 15, 30,

120, 240, 480 or 960 cps over telephone circuits, as well as much higher rates

for bulk data transmission over broadband circuits. Connection time is also an

important factor; "dial-up" connections usually are established for brief

periods of time such as a few minutes toinhour or two, while "permanent"

.4
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connections may last for long periods of time such as a whole day. Sdurce

and destination for transmission are a third important factor in discu'ssing

data communications; point-to-point communications almost always use the same

source and destination for each transmission, while switched circuit communi-

cations may use different sources or destinations for each transmission.

Telephone service is an example of switched circuit communication, while a

terminal connected directly to the 0CLC computer center is an example of

point-to-point communication.

Computer-based bibliographic utilities now offer two basic kinds of

use for their services. One use is for looking up information in a file; on-line

search services repres.nt this kind of use. The other use is for data entry and

manipulation; cataloging services are an example of this kind of use The

characteristics of each kidd of use Ne very different. For file look-up,

data transmissions tend to be short (one to ten or so lines of message per

transmission) and complete transactions or searches tend to be brief (a few

minutes to an hour or so). For data entry and manipulation, datatransmissions

tend to' be lengthy (10 to 24 lines, or a full terminal display screen at a

time) and transactions, while relatively brief, are likely to be combine'd so

that connection with the computer continues for long periods of time.

A transmission rate of 10 or 15 cps is too slow'for either type of

use. While the amount of data being transmitted for file look-up is often

small enough that the low transmission rate is technically adequate, the

speed with.which characters appear to the human sitting at the terminal

is agonizingly slow; people read at a faster rate. The 30 cps rate, however,

is acceptably close to normal reading spe4cl for short messages. If a message

. is lengthy, such as a citation that includes'an abstract, then a higher trans-

.. mission rate is desirable; people can'easily skim a message at the 120 cps rate.

For the data entry and ma0plation kind of use, the 120 cps transmission'rate

is minimum if a terminal dOelrator is to be able to work at full speed; the

30 cps rate can be used, but at a cost of degradeebDerator efficiency,.

-Because there are several computer utilities that, an individual

library may wish to use, a switched circuit telecommunications system is

required. Although cataloging and acquisition support might be obtained from

only a single utility over the short term, so that point-to-point communication

could be used, libraries must have sufficient flexibility4thatthey can shift

at will to communicate with other utilities without making additional invest-

ment in equipment or telecommunications service. Furthermore, the computer-
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and-terminal network for support of technical processing and reference

operations also offers a potential capability for message handling even

better suited to library intercommunication needs than the present day

teletype service. Thus, the requirement for switched circuit communications

is even more important in making the network adaptable to future needs.

Types of Telecommunications Services Availablie

In addition to telephone service, there are TWX or Telex services,

specialized common carriers offering data services on the standard public

communications network, value-added networks using common carrier nets plus

minicomputer-tased processing to increase efficiency for data-transmission,

and private networks.

Many libraries use TWX or a similar service to communicate inter-

library loan requests and other messages among themselves or to central

locations. TWX service requires that each library have ateletype machine

on which the messages are entered or written, either directly or through use

of paper tape. Transmission speed is limitld to 10 cps which is adequate for

non-interactive use, such as transbtttting ILL requests or similar messages

not requiring immediate response. The teletypes can also be used as terminals

bo access on-line reference services suhh as those provided by SDC and Lockheed,

but their slow transmission rate argues against such use. Telex service is

cheaper than TWX, but it uses a 5-level code and cannot connect directly to a

computer. TWX supports upper case characters only, although teletype machines

(such as the Model 37 and 38) are available with upper and lower case. Tele-

type service uses circuits similar to phone circuits, except that the circufts

have narrower bandwidths. Transmission costs are analogous to telephone

charges in that they are based on distance, amount of time used, and t'asiC

monthly service charges.

The standard telephone system can be used for data as well'as voice

transmission at rates up to 480 cps. Normal telephone rates apply, based on

distance and amount of time used. .If,volume warrants, a WATS rate may prove

cheaper than normal long distance diTrges; for example, Zone 1 WATS service,

which would cover from Washington to Montana, costs about $1500 per month

for 240 hours use.
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The specialized common carrier used most for library data trans-

mission. currently is TYMSHARE, which operates the TYMNET system in most majoor

Cities to provide data transmission at a fixed cost, independent of.distan'ce.

TYMNET supports transmission speeds of 10, 15 or 30 cps and will soon introduce.

120 cps service. For libraries that are not located within the local calling

area of a TYMNET node, such as a library in-a rural area', there is an additional

cost for the phone call to the nearest city with.a node. TYMNET nodes in the

West are located (or will be soon) in Vancyver, Calgary, Seattle, Portland,

San Francisco area, Los Angeles area, San Diego, Salt Lake City, Phoenix,

Oenver, and Honolulu. A node can be established anywhere, and costs about

$2,000 per month for operation. Transmission charges quoted by TYMSHARE range

from $4 to $7 per hour, regardless of distance.

One value-added network has just been established as a competitor

to TYMSHARE: the Telenet Communications Corporation, which uses packet-

switching rather than circuit-switching for data transmission. In circuit-

switchincnetworks such as TYMNET or the telephone and teletype systems, a

single circuit (unless multiplexing or multidropping techniques are employed)

is established each time a terminal connects to the telecommunications system,

and this circuit remains in use until the terminal (or computer) disconnects.

While the circuit .is in use, other terminals cannot make use of it (unleg

special techniques such as multidropping, described below, are used); aQd they

may infact be locked out because all circuits available are in use. With

packet-switching, however, data to be transmitted are broken up into small

blocks or packets and these are sent one at a time over any circuit thatis

not currently transmitting a packet. In essence, this allows a circuit to

be broken down into sub-circuits, so that one line may carry messages for other

users when not being used by the first user. In effect, then, packet-switching

provides for a more efficient use of a communications network since'lines

can be shared by users until all lines_are totally busy. This translates into

a potential for cheaper communications for data users than is possible through

the use of voice channels and circuit-switching networks. For example, initial

estimates for Telenet prices are about 207 less than for TYMSHARE priceS

somewhat comparable use.

t

The services just described are most useful for dia -up, switched

ci?cuit communications where connect time is relatively- short and transmission

sources and destinations are varied. In using on-line cataloging systems

such as OCLC, BALLOTS, and WLN, terminals must remaip connected to the same

destination computer for lengthy periods of time. Oial-up communications 54

charges are excessive for this kind of use. Instead, a permanent circuit is
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required, perhaps one leased from a common carrier. because the cost of a

private line is very high, it is economically desirable to have several users

shartn6the same line for data transmission. This is accomplished by-multi-

dropping, or: connecting 20 or 30 terminals to the same line, .and thus to the

same central computer: A polling discipline is frequently employed in the .

multidrop network: This discipline requires that the computer poll or'check each
_

connected terminal in turn to see if a message is waiting fbr transmission.

Thus, each user takes a turn in using the transmission line. Since transmission

'takes very little time, the delay introduced by this waiting in line is net very

noticeable until the total capadity of the transmission line is: approached.

Point-to-point communication over permanent circuits is normally

provided by means of a4private telecommunications network. In most cases,

the private network consists of lines leased from a common carrier such as the

Bell System or Western Union. Charges fora leased line from these'sources

range from $.55 to $3.00 per airline mile per month, under terms of tariff

agreements established by the FCC. The lower rate, as you might expect,

applies to communications between major cities, and the higher rate is for

rural use. Western 'Union claims to be able to provide a private network for

10-15% less than the Bell System in many regions.of the country. .MCI Communi-

cations Corporation and DATRAN are also potential ,suppliers of circuits for

a private network, and for providing broadband circuits for high speed data

transmission such as might be needed to interconnect BALLOTS and WLN. However,

state governments can obtain excess telephone circuits leased by the General

q Serxice Administration (GSA) for the federal government; these circuits cost

aboue$.54 per mile per month. It appears that tax-supported libraries can

utilize these circuits at the GSA rate; we have had preliminary conversations

'with the state of Montana in regard to leasing a line between WLN and Billings

that would cost about $600 per month.

Most states,-and some smaller jurisdictions, already have private

networks in place. These are used primarily .by law enforcement agencies, and

May employ microwave transmitters as well as telephone or telegraph lines.

Unfortunately, these public safety networks are not available for use by

libraries; but their existence suggesIs a source of expertise in data and

voice communications that a library network should be able to tap. California

is installing a private data transmission system called ATSS-DS that may be

used to support CSUC library data.communications between the 19 campuses of
r

that i nsti tuti on .

5 5
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In general, usersof telecommunications services are-not much

affected by the -type of transmission used by the common carrier providing the
. , .

services. However, users should be concerneein how servIce tariffs, or charges.,

are set. These are affected by the type of transmission used as well as the

volume of traffic from point to point, and the tariffs are regulated or set by

the FCC and state Public Utility Commissions. For the wett, increased use of

satellite transmission, which tends to reduce the effects of distance on

communication system costs, ought to be translated, into lower tariffs for

telecommunications in sparsely.populated areas and for links'to Hawaii and

Alaska.

Although satellite communication is not immediately available as a

service that the Western Network might employ directly, experimentation with

this technology is .continuing in the region through the SALINET project.

A new satellite, the Communications Technology Satellite (CTS) has just been

launched and will be stationed over the region. The SALINET project is based

at the University of Denver, under the direction of Margaret Goggtn, Dean of

the Library School. The project is concerned mostly with video transmission,

rather than data communications, but video would be especially useful for

continuing education and training of librarians, and potentially for facsimile

transmission. A Public Service Satellite Consortium (PSSC) has been formed

to provide an agency by which potential public sector users of CTS and other

satellites might gain access to such a communications capability. W1CHE has

joined PSSC, which is considering the possibility of providing a range of

telecommunications services in addition to satellite transmission.

0
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Putting Telecommunications Components Together

Given the services offered by the common carriers, either on a dial-

up or leased line basis, there are a Amber of other components that can be

added to develop an economical telecommunications system for meeting a library

network's requirements. Up to this point we-have discussed only the trani7

mission facilities,:not mentioning all'thetkinds of data communications equip-

ment and procedures,n'eeded to hook the source and destination to the trans-
.

mission network in an economical way. Three general classes of such devices

are terminals, modems, and data handlers:

There are a host of computer terminals on the market. For dial-up

service, there is'a wide variety of video disrblay terminal's, and a smaller

selection of printing terminals, suitable for the file look-up kind of use.
. .

Inexpensive printing terminals are limited to the 30 cps transmission ra

higher speed terminals are available, and there is a chance that their ices

will decline. For permanent connection service, however, the selection is

far more limited. Terminals, to participate in polling, must have more

capability than terminals used in dial-up service:and thus are more expensive.

Polling also requires special hardware and software at the central computer.

Terminals for use with the WLN system, which utilizes the IBM bi-synchronous

line discipline for polling, must be capable of synchronous transmission,

but most terminals being marketed operate asynchronously. Furthermore, terminals

used in cataloging should' have the full MARC character set available; this

capability limits the field to only a few ,choices.

Modems (or data sets or couplers), are devices that translate between

the digital code used by terminals and computers and the waveform signal

carried by transmission networks. There are a variety of these devices on the"

market, again with widely differing capabilities. For example, one device

can monitor the quality of the signal on the transmission line and alert the

terminal operator if the signal goes out of tolerance. Many terminals

designed to operate at 30 cps have a modem built in. For higher transmission

rates, more elaborate (and expensive) modems are necessary.

Data handlers are devices such as multiplexors, concentrators

and switchers that package data in ways that take fullest advantage of the

capacity of transmission lines; the devices may also be used in collaboration

5i
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with a large central computer to relieve that machine oftime-consumipg data

handling chores for receiving or transmitting data over the telecommunications

network. Data handlers may be small computer systems themselves, and thus

offer capabilities that may warrant their operation by the owner of a private

network rather than by the common carrier. NELINET, for example,,ls setting

up a minicomputer for"data handling etween New England libraries and the,

transmission,line to OCLC, both to reduce comminication costs and to provide

a private message system with capabilities similar to TWX.

...A: A data handler would also be useful as a means for providing an

automatic or'semi,automaticswitch from one computer utility to another. Now,

a terminal operator must disconnect from one utility and connect to another.

to make this switch, and matters are further complicated by the fact that

each utility, uses a different set of user commands by which the terminal

operator "talks" with the computer. A data handler used as an automatic

switch might perform the transfer, from one utility to another without dis-

connecting the terminal and might in addition perform some translation between

one utility's command language and the other so that the terminal operator

has only one language to deal with.

The complexity of the equipment and.serVices needed to provide

.effective telecommunications to libraries at an economical cost argues the

desirability of regional and national networks undertaking the role of

research, development and management of telecommunications services. The

necessity for setting technical Standards that promote interconnection of

'computer-based bibliographic utilities and of libraries in different areas

of the country also indicates the need for a strong organization that can

represent users' requirements in dealing with the bibliographic utilities arioi

with the federal and local agencies concerned ip setting teleCommunications'

policies and tariffs.

0
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DEFINITION.OF ACRONYMS AND TERMS -

Access Point - A data element in a bibliographic record that is indexed to
"Bow retrieval on values for that element. For example, catalog -

records usually have at least author, title and subject access points.

ACM Periodical Bank - The Associated Colleges of the Midwest operate a
document photocopy service based on a collection of about 2,000
periodicals contributed by midwestern small liberal arts colleges,
and on the holdings of the Newberry, John Crerar and other major
libraries in Chicago.

Amigos Bibliographic Council - A bibliographic network operating in Texas
and the Southwest. Amigos; is headquartered at Richardson, Texas,
and is a successor to the Texas Interuniversity Council/OCLC
network project.

ARL - Association of Research Libraries. A non-profit organization of
large. libraries (over one million volumes) chartered to assist in
addressing common problems and concerns.

Authority Control - Use of lists of authorized forms of names, series
titles, subject headings and similar elements in a catalog record
against which new records can be validated to ensure that standard
values are used for such elements that may be used as access points
for the catalog.

BALLOTS - Bibliographic Automation of Large Library Dperations using a
Time-sharing System. This system, initially developed at Stanford
University, began daily-on-line operation in November 1972.

BCR + Bibliographical Center fo;tkesearch, Rocky Mountain Region; Inc.,
Denver, Colorado, formerly known as the Rocky Mouptain Bibliographic
Center.

BCS - Boeing Computer Services, a vendor responsible for developing the
on-line bibliographic system for the Washington Library Network.
BCS also offers consulting services for library system analysis
and design.

BIBCARD - A catalog card printing program developed by the University of
California.

Bibliographic Center (Bibcenter) - .An organization maintaining a very large
union catalog, usually covering libraries in a multistate area,
that provides location information and other interlibrary loan

-assistance.
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Bibliographic Utility - An organization that provides bibliographic services
and products, usually based on operation of an on-line computer
system, to libraries on a more or less public basis.

BIBNET - A system for acquiring cataloging data from an on-line file, then.
editing the data for local use (or inputting new records) by means
of a minicomputer terminal: developed by Information Dynamics Corp.,
Reading, Mass.

BLLD - British Library Lending Division, Boston Spa, England, maintains a.
nearly complete set of the world's current serials and many back
files, and operates a document photocopy service.

B/NA - Blackwell of North America, Inc., a vendor of cataloging services and
products.

BNB. - British National Bibliography.

CATLINE - An on-line version of the National Library of Medicine's catalog,
containing recent acquisitions.

Arizona .Information Network, a TWX-based communications
network supporting interlibrary loan.

CIP Cataloging-in-publication, by arrangement between publishers and the
Library of Congress, provides nearly complete cataloging data for a
book on the reverse of the title page.

CLASS - California Library Authority for Systems and Services. A joint
exercise of powers agreement with signatories from six groups:
the State Library, University of California, California State
University and Colleges, county libraries, city libraries, and
community colleges.

CLSI - Computer Library Services, Inc., NewtonVille, Mass. This firm
produces a turnkey minicomputer-based system for circulation control
and acquisitions.

Common Carrier - A firm such as a telephone company that provides Ale-
communications services on a public basis..

CONSER Project - A project partially funded by the Council on Library.
Resources to expedite the creation of machine-readable records for
serials titles. It is a joint activity involving the University of
Minnesota and the Ohio College Library Center.

Consortium - A group of libraries cooperating under terms of a formal
agreement, but usually without a headquarters staff or a director
that exercises operational control over group activity.

cps Characters per second, a measure of the transmission rate for tele-
. communications circuits and equipment.

1CSLUC - California State Library Union Catalog, Sacramento, California.

CSUC California. State University and Colleges, a system that includes 19
state-supported universities and,calleges.
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CULP California Union List of Periodicals, California State Library.

ERIC - Educational Resources Information Center, Washingtbn, D. C., a
National information indexing network of clearinghouses for
educational material.

FCC - Federal Communications Commission, which sets charges fOr tee-
communications services provided by common carriers and regulates

. their operation.

Find Ratio - The percentage of successful searches compared to total searches
of records in an on-line data base. Also called "hit rate."

Front End Processor - A minicomputer operating between a large computer and
telecommunications lines to perform data handling and communications
functions, thereby altoeng the large computer to concentrate on
data operations.

FTE -. Full time equivalence, normally interpreted to mean the dedication
of 40 hours a week for 52 weeks of a staff person's time.

GSA - General Services Administration of the federal government.. GSA leases
telecommunications circuits excess to federal requirements to the
states; charges for such circuits are lower than for circuits obtained
from a common carrier.

Hit Rate - Also called find ratio, the number of searches that retrieve one
or more records compared to the total number of successful and unsuccess-
ful searches.

Holder Code - A code that uniquely identifies a library, used in union catalogs
and lists to Show what libraries hold an item.

IDC - Information Dynamics COrporation, which provides the BIBNET system
and the MCRS cataloging data service.

ILL - Interlibrary Loan

ILR - Interlibrary reference, usually performed under pre-established
procedures whereby one library can call on=another for assistance in
obtaining answers to patron questions.

Intertypelibrary Network - A group of libraries, cooperating on a formal
basis, that has members of more than one type; e.g., a group that
includes public, academic, and special libraries.

ISBN - International Standard Book'Number, assigned by publishers as a unique
identifier for titles that they publish.

a.

ISSN - International Staridard Serial Number, assigned by a central organization
in each country (LC in the United States) as a unique identifier for

. a serial publication.
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IUC/OCLC - The Inter-University Council, composed of a consortium of fourteen
universities in the North Texas area using the serviCts of the Ohio
College Library Center.

KIC - Kansas Information Circuit, a TWX-based interlibrary communication network.

LC - Library of Congress

LCCN - Library of Congress Catalog Card Number, a commonly used means of
identifying a particular catalog record in machine-readable data
bases corresponding to a specific item of library material, usually
a monograph.

LIBS 100 - A minicomputer-based, turnkey, library system offered by CLSI for
support of circulation control and acquisitions.

LITTY - Library Teletype Network, a Dataphone-based interlibrary communication
network in Idaho.

Location (holdings) - The bibliographic centers use theie two,,mbrds synonymously
to indicate which libraries contain a given ipm. :

MARC - Machine-Readable Cataloging developed !at the Library of Congress and
tPllowing national and international standar447fdr format, content
designators and character sets.

MCRS - Micrographic Catalog Retrieval System, a listing of cataloging data on
microfiche, offered by Information Dynamics Corp., Reading, Mass.

MEDLINE - The on-line version of therlational Library of Medicine's Index
Medicus.

Megabyte - 1,000,000 bytes or charaCters of storage capacity. ,

MIDLNET Midwest.Region Library Network, a regional network covering several
states, and a neighbor of the Western Network.

Multidrop - A type of communications network in which several terminals share
the same circuit to a computer, thereby reducing the per terminal
cost for telecommunications.

11CLIS - The National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, appointed
by the President of the United States for the study and planning of
improved library and information services in the nation.

NICEM - National Information Center for Educational Materials, University of
Southern California, maintains a catalog data.base and publishes
catalogs and indexes for non-book educational materials.

NELINET - The New England Library information Network, a non - profit organization
operated by the New'England Board of Higher Education and designed to
serve the libraries in six states.
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NLM - National Library of Medicine, which provides the planning and financing
for theIlational Bio medical Communications Network and the Regional
Medical Libraries Network.

NTIS - National Technical Information Service, a federal agency that distributes
technical reports produced by or for' the federal. government.

NUC - National Union Catalog, a publication providing catalog records and a
list of libraries holding each item, as reported to the Library of
Congress.

Numeric Register - An index to libraries holding a particular title,-accessed
by the LCCN, ISBN, or. ISSN for the title.

OCLC - Ohio College Library Center, a non-profit corporation chartered'in the
state of Ohio to provide computer cataloging support for member
libraries through remote terminals operated on-line to the central
computer system in Columbus, Ohio.

OEM - Original equipment manufacturer. Many computer equipment suppliers
sell only to manufacturers rather than to end users; the manu-,
facturers then incorporate the equipment in a product that is
marketed to users. Where equipment is sold to end users as well
as manufacturers, the latter obtain the advantage of a lower "OEM')
price", under the assumption that they will purchase the equipment
in volume.

On-Line - Pesignating the operation of a computer system such that a user
working at a terminal has immediate access to the contents of data
bases handled by that system.

On-Line Reference - Use of an on-line computer system to search bibliographic
data bases to obtain lists of citations, abstracts, or information.

OSSHE Oregon State System of Higher Education.

PACFORNET - Pacific Coast Forest Research Information Network, U. S. Forest
Service.

PLAN - Public Library Automation Network. An experimental network, sponsored
by the California State Library, of seven California public libraries
using BALLOTS.

PNBC - The Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center. located at the University
of Washington, Seattle, Washington. PNBC maintains a file of the
holdings of 47 northwestern libraries and provides location service
to libraries requesting on interlibrary loan.

PNRHSL - Pacific Northwest Regional Health Sciences Library, an NLM network
resource center located at the University of Washington.

Polling - A procedure used in a configuration where several terminals share the
same communications circuit to a computer; the computer checks each
'terminal in turn to accept a message from that terminal.
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Programmable Terminal - A computer terminal that contains sufficient memorp
and computational capability that ,terminal functions can be controlled
through operation of a user- or computer-provided program. In effect,

the terminal itself is a small computer.

PSRMLS - Pacific Southwest. Regional Medical Library Service, an NLM network
resource center serving Hawaii, California, Arizona, and Ndvada,
.located4at the Biomedical Library, UCLA.

RML - Regional Medical Library, a resource center having a performance contract
with the National Library of Medicine' to provide specifted photocopy,
training, and other services to medical libraries in a multistate
region.

SALINET Project - This is a joint project of the University of Denver, the
University of Kansas and the Federation of Rocky Mountain States in
which the use of a NASA satellite is to be explored for providing
transmission of compressed bibliographic data and library continuing
education activities. The principle' investigator is Dr. Margaret
Goggin at the University of Denver.

SCAN - Southern California Answering Network, an interlibrary reference service
headquartered at Los Angeles Public Library.

SCILL SouthernICalifornia Inter - Library toan network, headquartered at Los
Angeles Public Library.

SDC - System Development Corporation, Santa Monica; California. SDC Search
Service provides .0n-line access to large bibliographic and
information #iles to users at terminals throughout the U. S. and
elsewhere. The basic comAgterprogram system which supports this
service is known as DRBITY 4

Search Services - On-line retrieval of citations or data from data bases and
using a computer system maintained by vendors such as SDC or Lockheed,
or by non-commercial organizations. ,

SERLINt - An on-line data base maintained by the National Library of Medicine
to show se'rial holdings.

SLICE - Southwestern Library Interstate.Cooperative Endeavor, a project of the
Southwestern Library Association, which involves the states of Arizona,
New Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana, and which were'
partially funded by the six, state library agencies and the Council
on Library Resources.

SMERC - San Mateo Educational Resource Center, a document delivery center
for educational information'materials such as ERIC reports.

SOLINET - A non-profit organization which provides the legal, organizational
and financial structure for libraries in the southeast to tie-in to
the Ohio College Library Center.
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System Prompt - In an on-line computer. system, the system may indicate the
need for the user to take an action.by such means as presenting a
display of a form to be filled in, causing portions of the display
to blink, printing the word USER: or a symbol to cue the user to
write something in.

TALON - Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahomat'New Mexico regional medical
library, headquartered at the University of Texas Southwest Medical
School, Dallas.

Tariff - A rate for telecommunications service by a common or specialized
carrier, approved by the FCC or a state public utilities commission.

'Telex - A teletypewriter exchange service that uses a 5 level code and thus
cannot connect directly to a compUter.

TWX - Teletypewriter Exchange which is now operated by Western Union and
permits the exchange of messages among libraries or.any other
organization 'in the system having a TWX machine.

TYMNET - A telecommunications network of the TYMSHARE Corporation, offering
switched circuit communications on a dial-up basis. for a fixed rate,
regardless of distance. .TYMNET nodes, where a user can enter the net-
work, have been placed in most major cities.

UC - UniVersity of California, a system of nine campuses: Berkeley, Davis,
Irvine, Los Angeles, Riverside, San Diego, San Franciscp Medical
School, Santa Barbara, and Santa Cruz. Thus, UCB refers to the
Berkeley campus, UCLA to the Los Angeles campus, and so on.

UCUCS - University of California Union Catalog Supplement. UCUCS-1 is a
machine-readable file covering the pre-MARC period 1963-1967.

ULAP - Universitywide Library Automation Program of the University of
Caltfornia, headquartered at UCB.

Union Catalog - A library catalog that indicates what libraries hold each item
listed.

Union List - A list, usually of serials, that shows what libraries hold each
title.

USC - University of Southern California, Los Angeles.

Validation - The process of checking the value of a data element in an input
record against a list of authorized values, or checking for inter-.
element consistency.

WDPA - Washington Data Processing Authority, a state agency recently establafied
. to coordinate the use and expenditures for computer systems for all

state agencies in Washington.
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WESRAC - Western Research Applications Center, University of Southern California,
a source for copies of NTIS-distributed technical reports.

Western States 7 Refers to the 13 states in the WICHE compact plus the 4 states
to the east (North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Kansas) and
British, Columbia.

WICHE- Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education, a non-profit
organization created by an interstate compact of 13 states in 1953. ,

It is dedicated to cooperative improvement of higher education through-
outout these 13 western states by the sharing of resources and expertise
in that multi-state region. The basic program (student, exchange across

,, state lines) is funded by state legiglatures. Tflb other 50 programs

are individually funded through grants or contracts.

WLN - Washington (state) Library Network, supported by its own computer-based
. Iibliographic utility which will provide on-line service beginning

in 1976.
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APPENDIX A

N-15/000/00

SUMMARY OF SURVEY OF WESTERN LIBRARIES

HAVING A LIBS 100 CIRCULATION CONTROL SYSTEM

In Noitember, 1975, the Project Staff mailed a questionnairi to 11

western.libra'ries having a Computer Library Services, Inc., (CLg1) turnkey cir-
culation control system, the.LipS TOO. The main purpose of the survey was
to determine how many of these libraries were generating inventory control
files that could be linked via Library of Congress card number (LCCN) or Inter-
national Standard Book Number (ISBN) to catalog records' in a regional biblio-
graphic data base or that could be merged with data from other libraries to create
cheaply a numeric register of holdings.

One library did not respond to the survey. Of the ten.respondents, all but
one is a city or county.public library; the other is an academic library.
Questionnaires were mailed on 18 Novembeitand nine replies were received by
16 December 1975; the last reply was received on 4 March 1976. Oneor two of
t* respondents were in the process of building their, circulation control title
file and were not yet operational using the system.

Because of the great differences in the data provided by the respondents, the
survey results-have simply been tabulated,"as displayed in the attached table.
It is a little disappointing 'that some libraries are not recording the LCCN,
which would provide a common access point to their holdings. No libraries ap-
pear to be including serials in their circulation title file. All the libraries
but one keyboarded most or all of their own data to create and maintain the
title file rather than obtaining machine- readable records from do existing file.

It would be desirable if all libraries Would.inclUde the LCCN or ISBN in their
records to facilitate access to and use of their records by otherliraries..
Currently, is technically feasible to set up a communications system per-
mitting one library to look at another library's circulation file to determine
whether or not a particular title is available, not just held by that library.
Furthermore, if other libraYiesiwere to purchase the LIBS 100 system, it might
be economical for them to use another library's exsiting.LIBS 100 file as a
source for the title records needed rather than to-rekey the data or reformat
records from a bibliographic data base to the structure required for the LIBS 100
system.
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.- CLSI LIBS 100.4IRCULATION CONTROL TITLE DATA EASES IN THE WEST,' DECEMBER 1975

Libraries

XD
e

1.3

Fa

.

. 11

I
A B C D E F G H J

# of Terminals

# of Titles (000's )
# of Volumes (000 1 s )

Data Elements Intl uded:

LC ca rd #
Local call #
Year published
Edition

Materials Included:

Books ( ha rdcover)

Paperbacks
Periodicals
Records/cassettes
Prints/pictures
Framed Art
Pamph 1 ets

Audio - visual kits

Films
Music scores
Games
Maps
Microforms

Titles Added/wk

Copies Added/wk

Records Changed/wk

Copies Del eted/wk

Titles Deleted/wk

i

'3

360
385

0%
100%
0%
no

yes
no

no
no

no
no

no
no .

no
no
no

no
no

600

?

200

?,

?'

15

110
225

25%
100%
99%.
yes

yes
yes
no

yes
no
no
no
no

. no

no
no
no
no

150

450

75

40, ;

,.15

c, l 5

105
170

. 50%
.100%

99%
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
no

yes
no
no
no
no

. no

no
no

2000

3500

few

few

s'

8

116
139

70%
100%
90%
yes

yes
yes
no

yes
yes
yes
no
no

no-
yes

no

no
no

1100

1150

10

10

5

2 8

82 280
127 ?

40% 1%*
100% 100 %,

100% 90%
no . / yes

yes yes
yes no

no no
yes yes

yes yes
no no

yes no
yes no

yes - no
no no
no no

yes no
no no

1230 N/A
-Q

1933

10
u

II
10

II
?

16

160
700

0%
100%**
98%
no

yes
no
no

yes
no
no
no
no

no
.no

np
no
no

250

2000

?

250

10

5

40
73

70%
75%
98%
yes

yes
no

yes
yes
yes
no

yes
no

yes
no

yes
no
no

1200

2000

20

25

2

4

' 49
56

0%
. 100%

10%
yes

yes,

no

yes
yes
no
no
no
no

no
no

. no

flo

no

375

475

?

?

?

24

126
500

10%
100T
100%
yes

yes
yes
yes
As
no

.no

yes_
no

yes
no
no

yes
yes

175

1000

?.

300"

15
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. APPENDIX B

N-16/000/01

SURVEY OF UNION SERIALS DATA BASES IWTHE WEST

INTRODUCTION

The Western Network Project staff in February 1976 conducted a survey of
organizations in the West or close by that maintain a union serials data base.
The purpose of the survey was to identify data bases, that would make a suitable
starting point for creating a union list of serials 'for the stateof Montana.

.Nine organizations maintaining a serials data base -were identified:

Uni.versity of Denver
California State Library: California Union List of Periodicals (CULP)
Portland State University: Oregon" Regional Dion List-of,Sirials (ORULS)
Washington Library Network (Starting with the serial's list of the University

of Washington) -

East Washington State College: Spokane Area Combined List
University of Minnesota: Minnesota Union List of Serials (MULS)
Stanford University
University of California
California State University and Colleges

The data bases of the California universities were not included in this sur-
vey since they do not include public and special library holdings that would be
desirable in creating a state-based union list and because of their large size.

The Western Network Project staff wishes to take this opportunity to thank
the librarians responding to the survey. Each of them invested a great amount
of effort in answering all questions most completely and in-furnishing additional
descriptive material. This is very concrete evidence for the strength of the
cooperative spirit in the West.

UNIVERSITY OF DENVER (DU)

Under the leadership of Ward Shaw, Associate Library Director, DU recently
created a union list -of serials and associated data base for fouE Colorado uni-
versities, the Denver Public Library, and a medical library. SiiNce the major
objective of the project was to produce a finding tool as rapid13( as possible,
no time was spent on developing complete and authoritative records. The re
sult,ing product is a simple title-holdings statement list that fulfills the
basic requirement. The file structure is non-MARC. The character set is
imited to uppercase. '

B-1
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CALIFORNIA UNION LIST OF PERIODICALS (CULP)

The California State Library staff, under the direction of Gerald Newton, Chief,
Technical Services Bureau, produces this union list which includes many public
and community college libraries.throughout the state, as well as special li-
braries in the northern California region. Records for main entries do not
include abbreviated titles, publisher, LCCN, or language, but ISSNs are entered.
Publication place is indicated.when necessary to distinguish between similar
titles. Cross refereikes are being added for variant titles. Data in the file
have been verified against standard sources, and it is estimated that 90% of
the entries are accurate. Filing rules are programmed, and are thus simpler than
LC.filing rules for dictionary catalogs. The file structure is MARC(S), with
an upper and lower case character set, but without diacritics. Half of the
entries have been verified against NUC,"NST, etc. About 10% of the entries
are known to be inaccurate, mainly because they are misidentified or are entered
under the wrong title.

CULP is being expanded to cover more junior college and public libraries and
to include special libraries in southern California. New editions are being
published on microfiche twice a year The State Library is willing to provide
modest assistance to libraries in other states in developing their own union
lists.

OREGON UNION LIST OF SERIALS (ORULS)

Daphne Hoffman has been in charge of producing this union list representing
many of the academic and junior college libraries in the state of Oregon,
Mgether with several special libraries and the Library Association of Portland
(the city's public library). Main entries are relatively complete except for -

publisher, language and (unfortunately, perhaps, for a capability for linking
to CONSER records) LC card dumber (LCCN) or International Standard Serials
Number (ISSN). Cross-references are included to link current titles with earlier
or different versions of the titles. Data in the file have been verified against
NUC, NST, etc., and entries are considered to be authoritative. Entries
are filed according to a numeric code that is manually assigned. The file
structure is non-MARC, and only uppercase characters are used.

The ORULS project will cease operation after June 1976, and no firm plans
have been made regarding any continuation or a disposition for the data base.
Staff had hoped that a follow-on project might provide for merging ORULS with
the WLN data base, or at least for adding LCCNs and ISSNs.

B-2
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WASHINGTON LIBRARY NETWORK NW-

The Washington Library Network's,new on-line system is scheduled to be opera-
tional with serials records in the Summer of 1976. 'Initially, serials records
are expected to come from two sources: the University of Washington, and MARC
and CONSER-records distributed by LC. The existing UW serials data base has
brief records; during the conversion and loading of these records into the WLN
data base, UW staff are expanding the records somewhat to include more data
elements. In the Fall of 1976, ten other Washington libraries (mostly public)
are expected to begin adding their serials holdings. Authority control for
names and subjects is a feature of the WIN system, and will be applied to seriais
as well as monographic' records.

The WIN file structure and data character set is full MARC. The Rather filing
rules are programmed to cause entries to appear in approximately the same lo-
cations as provided by the LC filing rules for dictionary catalogs. Records
entered in the WLN data base will be highly authoritative and in conformance
with LC standards. Separate working files, As accessible to users as the
main data base, will be established for records that have not been validated
for inclusion in the main data base.

Although WIN has not yet produced a serials list, it has published a printed .

union catalog of monographic holdings for several Washington libraries over the
past few years. COM capabilities are available at the state Data Processing
Service Center. For further information, contact Mary Jane Pobst Reed,
Associate State Librarian for Research and Planning (AutoMation), Washington
State Library.

SPOKANE AREA COMBINED LIST - EAST WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE (EWSC)

Charles H. Baumann,.College Librarian, and Joan Tracy Assistant Librarian
for Technical Services, have developed a sophisticated,system to produce a
union list for all types of libraries in the Spokane area and the Tacoma
Public. Main entries are relatively complete except for publisher and place
of publication. There is some categorization by 30 general subject areas,
but subject headings are not included. LCCNs and ISSNs are included, and
all variant titles are cross-referenced. Data have been verfiedagainst
NUC and.NST, and are considered to be authoritative and of high quality.
Entries are filed in accordance with LC rules by means of a manually-
assigned numeric code. The file strucutre is non-MARC, and only uppercase
characters are used.

To date, the list has been produced and distributed by the Spokane Public
Library in printed form. While a microfiche form has not been tried yet.
EWSC feels that a local servkP bureau would be able to do that work. Baumann
has expressed interest in assisting other libraries in using the Spokane area
list and the EWSC system to evelop their own union lists.
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MINNESOTA UNION LIST OF SERIALS '(MULS)

As a base for the CONSER project, developed under the direction of Alice E.
Wilcox, Director of MINITEX and Lois N. Upham, Data Base Manager, MULS is perhaps -

the best-known serials data base. Its coverage'is extensive, both hi terms
of the number of Serials titles included and in the number anti types of
:libraries whose holdings are represented. Records are structured in a MARC(S)
form with minor variance, and entries are more complete than in the other
data bases surveyed. Both LCCNs and ISSNs are included, and variant titles
are cross - referenced. Data have been verified against NUC, NST, LC Depository
Catalog and other sources, and are considered to be highly authoritative.
Entries are filed by computer algorithm, leading to occassional misfilings
which are being corrected as found, and there are some variances from traditional
filing rules (although these variances tend to lead to a more simplified
filing structure). Holdings statements appear to be more extensive and read-
able than in other lists. A full MARC character set including diacritics is
used.

North Dakota contracts with Minnesota to produce that state's union list:
To date, this has been a satisfactory arrangement, and North Dakota holdings
are being included in the next published edition of MULS (scheduled for
April), which will be produced on microfiche. The MULS staff will create new
records as needed from title pages for journals and submitted by participating .

libraries, thus maintaining a high degree of contra over the quality of the
data base.

SUMMARY

Major points on which the serials data bases can be compared are listed on
the attached chart. The first line lists the number of serials titles (ex-
clusive of cross-references) in each of the six data bases. The next rows
list the number and types of libraries included in each data base. For CULP,

no breakdown of special libraries by type is available. For MULS, the
list of libraries and special collections (many of which are a part of the
University of Minnesota) has been interpreted somewhat arbitrarily to develop
the figures shown, which are only estimates.

The next row indicipte: whether or hot are crw.c-relerenced with l.Iu
variants; No attempt has been made to estimate how inclusive these cros.,-
references are in each data base. For some data bases, the computer is pro-
grammed to cause entries to be filed in the appropriate place on the union
list; for the other data bases, proper filing positions are designated by
assigning a number to an entry that will cause it to appear at the location
desired. Computer filing rules are advantageous in that they do not allow
inadvertent misfilings. However, they are much simpler than the LC filing
rules for dictionary catalogs and are subject to implementations that over-
look certain peculiarities appearing in text. For example, initialisms may
be written in several ways, such as A.C.M, A. C. M., or ACM; -

unless a standard form is programmed for purposes of computer sorting, entries
with variant forms may be scattered in the listing.
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- SUMMARY (cont.)

The richness of the record structure used in each data base and its "noodress
of fit" to the MARC(S) format is suggested in the next row. In general,
CULP, WIN and MULS_ come close to the MARC(S) standard, suggesting that a
relatively costly conversion process would be necessary to merge the other
data bases into a regional or national union serials file.

The next set of rows indicates what data elements are included in the serials
records. Without an LCCN-or ISSN, a title cannot be matched easily to serials
records from CONSER or other sources. No national standard has been established
for identifiing libraries; the existing NUC codes are established mainly for
large.academic and public libraries, and do not include the smaller libraries.
It might be desirable to establish identity codes for libraries that designated
their state and locality as well as providing for branches and special col-
lection localoions. The "modified NUC" entries indicate that the state desig-
nator has been deleted; "local" codes. usually are abbreviations for libraries'

names.

The assessment of the authoritativeness of their data base was made by each
survey respondent. All-the data bases except for EWSC and DU are being main-
tained on IBM equipment, which may Indicate that no computer-related constraints
would,hinder a possible merger or transfer of those data bases. Only the MULS
and (when available) WIN data bases use the full MARC character set. CULP has
both upper and lower case characters, but the remaining data bases are limited
to upper case only. Only the ORULS and CULP data bases have been output on
microfiche via a COM photocomposition device to date, although the next MULS
edition will be produced by this technique. As with bookform catalogs, the
cost of producing and distributing printed union lists is far higher than for
microform versions.

The structure and content of holdings statements in the various data bases is
suggested in the next row. "Brief" indicates that statements are short
(possibly a bit on the cryptic side) and do not include call numbers.
"Structured" indicates that the content of holdings statements is specifically
defined; "highly structured" indicates that specific subfields are defined
for portions of a holdings statement.
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